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Patton says special session isn't likely
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Paul
Patton said Wednesday
there will be no special
legislative session until
Senate Republicans drop
their insistence on eliminating public financing of
gubernatorial campaigns.
Republican
House
Leader Jeff Hoover
offered a compromise
-proposal to include pubPatton
lic financing in the budg
et, but bar state contracts

Deja vu all
over again
for Murray
Middle Chess
Special to the Ledger
After an 11-hour drive and three
days of chess competition, the
Murray Middle School chess team
found out that history does repeat
itself.
For the fourth time in as many
years, a group of chess players from
Murray Middle has earned a top ten
ranking at the U.S. Chess Federation
(USCF) National Championship.
This year's trip took six MMS
students to Milwaukee, Wis., where
they earned sixth place in the nation
in the 7th-9th grade section. Two
learn members, Justin Arnold and
Blake McCuiston, also placed in the
-- top 40 award winners.
Competing in the Junior High
Championship against players from
all across the nation were
McCuiston and Arnold. along with
Chess Volp, Zach Buck, Nathan
Crafton and Todd Buck. Earlier this
year. the group earned a regional
championship, Bluegrass State
Game championship and a secondplace finish in state team competition.
"We were probably one of the
younger teams in our section that
included high school freshmen,"
said Doug Craton. volunteer chess
coach. "We had a fifth grader playing along with a sixth grader, sei,enth grader and three eighth graders.
However, most of our team has been
playing chess since they were first
graders."
The team had the potential of
playing more than 20 hours of chess
during the seven-game tournament
that spanned three days. The top
junior high chess players from 40
states were represented.
"I'm proud that we maintained
some consistency alter finishing
fifth in the nation last year," Crafton
said. "Although we had one more
year of experience and strong chess
strength ratings as individuals, it
was still a very challenging tournament.
"All of the other strong teams
have also improved like us, and the
sheer numbers of players in our section had increased by at least 50
players." he said. -Chess continues
to increase its popularity everywhere."
Likewise, the Murray Middle
School name is being announced on
the award podium more and more as
a top ten finisher at national gatherings. They earned eighth place
nationally in 1999, seventh place in

General
Assembly
2002
to contributors to candidates and political
parties.
Hoover said his alternative would meet
the "goal of all interested parties" in fair
elections without the taint of big money. He

offered his proposal in a letter to Patton,
Senate President David Williams and House
Speaker Jody Richards.
Patton said he is prepared to operate state
government without a budget enacted by the
legislature when the new fiscal year starts
on July I. And that spending plan will
include matching funds for gubernatorial
slates that take public financing.
Williams has said the governor is not
empowered to spend money on public
financing without specific authority, but
Patton said he would do so unless prevented
by the courts.
In a letter to Patton and Democratic legislators last week, Williams said he wanted

to meet to draft a budget, but only if
Democrats dropped their insistence on
retaining public financing.
"Until they offer a constructive proposal,
there is no reason to meet." Patton said during to an impromptu gathering of reporters.
In a letter released Wednesday. Patton
told Williams he would examine any budget
proposal and then decide whether to meet
with lawmakers. Patton said he asked for
just such a meeting on the second day of the
special session and was ignored.
"I see no reason to spend more time and
money unless there is a reasonable chance
of success, which, based on your letter and
press release, does not appear likely," Patton

said in the letter.
Hoover said the whole issue of campaign
finance "should he debated extensively"
before the next regular meeting of the legislature. Patton's office said he had not seen
Hoover's proposal and could not respond,
but in the letter to Williams the governor
said campaign finance was a legitimate subject for debate, but not by changing the rules
while candidates are already running.
Richards, in his own letter to Williams
said the House would not go along with a
"last-minute, back-door repeal of the 1992
campaign finance reform legislation."

No change
in numbers
of Calloway
recanvass

Pole Positioning

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Lois Combs Weinberg's margin
over former U.S. Representative
Tom Barlow has fallen below 500
votes via a statewide recanvassing
requested for the Democratic primary.
A mistake was made in the office
of the Kentucky Secretary of State
on election night. The Secretary of
State's office misrecorded the totals
in Hickman County, so instead of
Weinberg being 307 votes ahead of
Barlow. the numbers really showed
Barlow ahead by 828 votes.
The mistake changes Weinberg_'s
-unofficial victory margin of state
totals from 989 to 468 out of
460,000 votes cast.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said Calloway. along
with every other county in the state,
went over election numbers this
morning.
"All of our numbers match
appropriately," Coursey said. "We
have the same numbers we did election nighi

•See Page 2

Sprinklers
douse fire at
Morehead St.

Lighting
Up Their
Lives ...

MOREHEAD.Ky.(AP)- -- A fire
at a vacant 15-story dormitory at
Morehead State University set off a
sprinkler system installed two years
ago, causing extensive water damage, the school said.
No one was injured.
The fire Tuesday started on the
ground floor of Mignon Tower
where a worker was soldering copper tubing as part of renovations
being done to the dorm's air-conditioning system, spokeswoman
Pauline Young said.
A spark ignited insulation and
fire went through the ductwork, she
said. That activated heat sensors,
which set off the building's sprinkler
system.
Morehead Fire Chief Dale.
Adkins said the sprinkler system
worked perfectly and prevented the
tire,from spreading.
Three trucks and 20 volunteer
firefighters responded. The sprinkler
heads, with output of 35 to 45 gallons per minute, were in operation
for approximately 45 minutes,
Young said.

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

LET THERE BE LIGHT ... Murray
Electric employees volunteer their
time Wednesday morning installing
lights on Murray-Calloway County
Park's girls' softball field on Arcadia
Circle. Money to purchase the lights
came from part of the $75,000 Land
and Water Conservation Fund, which
was granted to the park late last year.
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Wednesday's weather
zaps power around area

KRiSTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE ... As clouds and rain moved
into Murray Wednesday afternoon, some areas became overwhelmed with the sudden heavy rainfall such as this streamed
that formed in front of Cracker BarreII on Highway 641.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Several residents of Calloway
County were left without power
Wednesday, but the brunt of storm
damage appears to have been taken
by surrounding counties, according
to a spokesperson with the West
Kentucky
Electric
Rural
Cooperative Corporation.
WKRECC dispatcher David
Murrill said this morning that "quite
a few" homes in Calloway County
were without power for several
hours Wednesday, but most were
back on-line by 8 p.m..
"Most of our trouble was in
Marshall and Graves counties," he
said. "We had some scattered outages in Calloway County, but it wasn't anything real major."
Murrill said areas of Calloway
County affected Wednesday included the Dexter/Almo area, New
Concord, Locust Grove Church
Road and an area at Midway that
supplies power to Trucks, Trailers
and Buses.
Graves County was hit particular-

ly hard Wednesday, as workers and
engineers from the state highway
department continued to try and
make repairs to a damaged bridge on
Ky. 121 North just south of
Mayfield.
A spokesperson for the highway
department said that the approach to
the bridge, and not the bridge itself,
had been damaged. Highway personnel hope to have the bridge reopened for traffic by 4 p.m. this
afternoon.
Murrill said Wednesday's storm
also blew over a tree in front of the
WKRECC office in Mayfield. The
tree struck a passing vehicle, but its
occupants had already been released
from the local hospital by Thursday
morning, according to a spokesperson for the Mayfield Police
Department.
A dispatcher for the Murray
Police Department said that city
police did not work any weatherrelated
Wednesday
incidents
evening or Thursday morning. The
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
also reported no weather-related
activity for the same time period.

FireLog
Murray Fire Department
• Four trucks and 11 firefighters responded to an alarm at Hester
College at Murray State University just after midnight Thursday. The
alarm went off because of excessive heat caused by an overheated
motor in the building's mechanical room.
The room was checked by firefighters, and the matter was turned
over to MSU maintenance personnel.
• Two trucks and five firefighters responded to a report of smoke at
213 Spruce St. Wednesday evening. The occupant at the residence,
H.W. Hornbuckle, had smoke in the house caused by food he was cooking on a stove.
Firefighters used an exhaust fan to clear out the smoke.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

KSP recover stolen vehicle
Nathan King, 19, Paducah;
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
David Slaughter, 23, Paducah;
KUTTAWA, Ky. — Two Ryanjames. T. Jesse, 19, Kuttawa;
Paducah residents. one Kuttawa res- and Jefferson
L. Freeman,20,Alvin,
ident and a Texas man were arrested
Texas,
were
all
arrested and charged
Tuesday after being pulled over in a
with
receiving
stolen property
vehicle stolen from Murray in May.
(auto)
and
receiving stolen property
Kentucky State Police received a
complaint Tuesday just after 2 p.m. (other).
of a subject in a red Ford Taurus
All were lodged in the Caldwell
driving recklessly and weaving in County Jail.
and out of traffic on U.S. 62 in
The estimated value of the recovKuttawa. Trooper Lewie Dodd
vehicle was $3,500. An investiered
stopped the vehicle and discovered
that it was stolen from Murray. May gation into the incident is continu31.
ing by KSP.

III Chess ...
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2002 Jr. High Chess Nationals
2(X)0. fifth place last year and sixth
Final Standings

place this year.
The chess tradition is a rich one
in Murray. A student in Murray has
earned the title of state individual
champion in 12 of the last 14 years.
This year. it was Chess Volp who
won Kentucky elementary champion.
"You have to go back several
years to find the last time that
Murray had a group hang together
and he Consistently successful as our
current players:' Crafton noted.
"One of the successful players from
se‘eral years ago, Nathan Hughes.
is now in college. We will have two
of his younger brothers on our 4th6th grade team next year."
The students prepared for the
national championships hy practicing their skills together twice a
week. More individual practice.
whether it is through studying chess
books, taking .private, lessons, or
playing against computer programs
gets the players ready for any situation.
"We've gained confidence the
past few years, and we practiced a
lot to accomplish the things we have
so far," says eighth-grader Nathan
Crafton.
Depending on the age and experience of these students, they can
visualize four. eight. 10 or 12 moves
ahead to determine the right moves
to gain an advantage in a chess
match.
Crafton sass the entire chess
experience can improve the students'creative thinking and problem
solving skills, teach them patience.
increase their mental stamina and
leave them with some valuable lessons in handling success and adversity.,
The Murray Middle players'
tournament experiences have earned
them admirers and friends in several
other areas of the country.
"I have a chess friend that lives
in Louisiana," says seventh-grader

HWY.641 N.
•
MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

2002 Junior High Chess Nationals
Final Standings
Points
1. 19.5 J.R Masterman School,
Philadelphia
2. 18.5 Metcalf Junior High,
Burnside. Minn.
3. 17.5 Lexington Traditional
Magnet School. Lexington, Ky.
4. 16 5 Hunter College High, New
York, N.Y.
5. 15.5 Sioux Falls Home Schoolers.
Sioux Falls. S.D.
6. 14.5 Murray Middle School.
Murray, Kt
7. 14.0 St. Gilberts School,
Grayslake. Ill.
8. 13.5 Morgan Park High School.
Chicago
9. 13.5 Monroe High School.
Monroe, Mich.
10. 13.5 Central Falls School.
Central Falls, R.I.
11. 13.0 Gulliver Prepatory School,
Miami

Photo provided

TROPHY WINNERS ... Chess players from Murray Middle School
accept their trophy for placing sixth in the nation at the U.S.
Chess Federation's Junior High National Championship in
Milwaukee earlier this month. The team has been a top ten finalist four straight years in national tournaments. Pictured from
left are Blake McCuiston, Chess Volp, Justin Arnold, Todd Buck,
Nathan Crafton and Zachary Buck.

•session ...
From Front

Blake McCuiston. "We met a few
years back at a national tournament,
and we have a lot of the same interests."
"Sometimes at nationals I've met
students I play chess against on the
computer through the Internet Chess
Club 'ICC]: says eighth-grader
Justin Arnold."When we were waiting for the awards ceremony this
year. I met a guy from Fort Collins,
Colo., that I played several matches
against on the computer.
"It was sort of like a pick-up
game of basketball. He and one of
his teammates sat down and played
a friendly game of fast chess with
the rest of our group."
Next year's Murray chess players
of various ages will be setting their
sights on these USCF National
Championships; Elementary section
— Nashville, Tenn.; Junior High
section — Kissimmee, Fla.; and
High School section — Columbus,
Ohio.

01PENI
HOUSE

Photo provided

INDIVIDUAL HONORS ... Also receiving individual honors at the
Junior High National Chess Championships were Murray Middle
chess players Blake McCuiston (left) and Justin Arnold (right).
They each gained 4.5 out of a possible 7 points. McCuiston
earned 35th place out of the top 197 junior high players, and
Arnold placed 36th in the same group.
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Bedding Plants • Herbs

1544 Whippoorwill
1-800-586-3740
Ext. 2434

HAPPY HOUR
15% OFF

Home of the Special Bean Roll

New LUNCH MENU

Storewide

Friday 4-7 p.m.

1544 Mockingbird

It's an EXPRESS SPECIAL PEAL kind of thing
Served Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Loretta Jobs Realtors
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The results have now been documented, faxed and mailed to
Frankfort.
Coursey said it is not a recount,
and they are only allowed to look
over the office requested.
"We are going to go over the
voting tape to make sure we recorded accurately," he said. "Typically,
you won't leave on election night
without looking the numbers over
several times."
He also said that Calloway
County has a system to ensure
everything is double checked. He
said they use a computer cartridge
that also records the votes along
with the voting tape.
"We kind of do a double check
every time we do one," Coursey
said.

COMBINATIONS
Mix and match soups, sandwiches and salads
to fit every appetite
FEATURED ITEMS
Items from our regular menu at "It's a Deal" prices
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-Midnight, Sun. 11 a.m.-8 p.m

1005 Arcadia Circle

759-8866

Patton said his spending plan
would ignore some specific state
laws that are routinely suspended in
budget bills. For example, state law
requires a 5 percent annual pay
raise for state workers. Patton said
his spending plan would give 2.7
percent raises, which was the sum
agreed to in separate budgets adopted by the House and Senate.
"We certainly won't be a party to
shutting down state government,"
Patton said.
Of more immediate fiscal concern is the continued slowdown in
revenue receipts this year. Patton
said there would be another revenue
shortfall this fiscal year, on top of
the $500 million already cut. He
declined to guess at the amount but
said it was likely the state would
once again have to dip into its rainy
day fund to make up the difference.
"The magnitude of that shortage,
we don't know," Patton said.
Even with the shortfall. Patton
said his spending plan for the 2003
fiscal year beginning July I would
basically be the same as the Housepassed budget and use the same revenue estimates.
Williams accused Patton of
"playing a dangerous game of political chicken with our state's budget."
But in his earlier letter, Williams
also acknowledged that it was the
legislature's responsibility to pass a
state spending plan. The General
Assembly passed a budget for itself,
but no plans for the executive or
judicial branches in the 60-day regular session or an eight-day special
session.
Williams said he does not dispute Patton's ability to order state
spending on essential services in
the absence of a budget.
Though there is no budget, there
is no shortage of political blame
going around.
Democrats say the GOP wants to
abandon public financing so it can
buy the governor's race next year.
Republicans said the Democrats
want to continue "welfare for politicians."
Williams, after blaming House
Democrats for the impasse during
the regular session and a special
session, said Wednesday there is no
budget because of Patton.
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Damages reinstated against tobacco giant
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — The
Oregon Court of Appeals reinstated
a $79.5 million punitive damage
award against Philip Morris, saying
the tobacco giant concealed information about the dangers of smoking.
The award had been reduced to
$32 million by a trial judge on
grounds it was excessive. It was
handed down in a lawsuit brought
by the family of a man who died
after smoking Marlboros for four
decades.
The ruling reversed Circuit Judge
Anna J. Brown, who said she based
her decision on limitations imposed
by the U.S. Supreme Court.
At the time, the March 1999 jury
verdict was the largest recorded
against the tobacco industry.
Since then, juries have awarded
even larger damages, including a $3
billion award in California last summer and a $150 million award in

MSU News Bureau photo

BANGLADESH PRESENTATION ... Dr. Chanda Islam, assistant profesor of the Early Childhood and Elementary department at Murray State University, recently gave a presentation on the history and culture of Bangladesh to Murray
Middle School students, using PowerPoint and displaying
literature and articles of clothing found in Bangladesh.

Oregon against Philip Morris last in the 1950s.
March. Judges lowered the amounts
The three-judge appeals court
to $100 million in both cases.
panel ruled unanimously that the
Philip Morris said it would jury's punitive damage award to the
appeal.
Williams family was within federal
"We are hopeful that the Oregon standards, adding that Philip Moms
Supreme Court will determine that engaged in "particularly egregious"
the verdict should be reversed, or the business practices that "justify parcase sent back for a new trial." said ticularly strong judicial punishWilliam S. Ohlemeyer, Philip ment."
Morris vice president and associate
The punitive damages wers
general counsel.
awarded for fraud, on grounds that
The family of Jesse Williams, a Philip Morris knew of the harm of
Portland school janitor who died of smoking and concealed the facts.
lung cancer at age 67, had sued
There was little doubt about the
Philip Morris, the world's largest link between smoking and lung cantobacco company, claiming that cer by the late 1950s. the appeals
Williams kept smoking because he court said.
did not believe a company would
Nevertheless, the company consell something that was truly harm- tinued a public-relations campaign
ful.
"asserting that smoking had not
Williams died in 1997 after been proven to be harmful," the
smoking about three packs of court said.
Marlboros a day, a habit he began
Jim Coon, an attorney for the
while serving in the Army in Korea Williams family, said the award

Buchanon receives
reappointment to MSU

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Morehead State University:
Paul Patton on Wednesday replaced Ginny Fox, Frankfort, replacing
one of President George Reid's Madge Baird, Pikeville: Helen
harshest critics on the Kentucky Pennington, West Liberty, reapState University board of regents.
pointed.
Elizabeth Short of Beattyville
Murray State University:
had attended regent meetings infre- Marilyn Reed Buchanon, Grand
quently in recent months, but often Rivers, reappointed.
showed
her displeasure with Reid.
Northern Kentucky University:
assessment and accountability system is superior to anything envi- Replacing Short will be Marcia Anna Dale Pyles, Mayslick, replacing
Kathryn
Hendrickson,
sioned in the new federal law, which Milby Ridings of London.
The KSU board is to meet June Maysville:
Martin
Butler,
President Bush named the No Child
20 when it is expected to reconsider Edgewood. replacing William
Left Behind Act.
Reld's employment. Although the Erpenbeck, Crestview Hills; Robert
They say math and reading
board voted earlier to extend his Zapp. Union, reappointed.
scores from a soon-to-be-mandatory
contract, no negotiations have taken
University of Kentucky: Frank
national
test, the
National place.
Shoop. Lexington; Billy Wilcoxson,
Assessment
Educational
of
Patton made appointments to all Lexington. reappointed.
Progress. will show which states are the
other university and college
University
of
Louisville:
making real progress.
boards on Wednesday, along with Tommie Burns Jr., Prospect, replacthe Council on Postsecondary ing Darryl Owens,Louisville: Junior
However, they say there is no Education.
Bridgeman, Louisville. Grant
consequence for a state that purCommunity and Technical Heiman, Louisville, reappointed.
posely sets a low standard to guar- College System: Cynthia Read,
Western Kentucky University:
antee demonstrable progress.
Louisville, reappointed. .
LaDonna Rogers, Glasgow. replac-In other words, the federal law
Eastern Kentucky University: ing Peggy Loafman, Bowling Green.
is making every state have stan- Penny Greer, East Bernstadt.
Council on Postsecondary
dards, but they don't care what they appointed to replace Barbara Ann Education:
Esther
Jansing,
are," said Keith Travis, a board Ricke of Lexington.
Owensboro, replacing Hilda Legg,
member from Central City.
Somerset.

Educators say that
federal law flawed
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
new federal law that purports to hold
schools, districts and states accountable for student performance has a
fundamental flaw, education officials said Wednesday.
While students would have to
make "annual yearly progress"
toward proficiency. each state would
decide what constituted it.
if you wanted to win. you would
low-ball your definition of 'proficient,— John Poggio,a testing expert
who advises the Kentucky Board of
Education. told board members.
State
officials
including
Education Commissioner Gene
,Wilhoit think Kentucky's existing

reinstatement was reached after a
careful review of existing lass found
that $80 million ssas reasonable,
gisen the circumstances.
"The important thing about this is
that, when the jury came back in
1999, the Philip Morris lawyers
were shaking their heads and clucking their tongue.. saying a jury may
do something like that but judges
know better," Coon said. "Well, the
judges did know better"
Tobacco-industry analysts said
Wednesday's ruling runs against the
trend of limiting punitive damages
in both state and federal courts.
Martin Feldman of Merrill Lynch
said West Coast juries, particularly
in Oregon and California. have been
tougher on the tobacco industry than
juries in other parts of the country.
"The industry has lost all five
cases it has defended on the West
Coast." Feldman said. "It's hard to
say why."

Oklahoma sues towboat pilot, —1
companies over deadly bridge collapse
TULSA, Okla.(AP) — Oklahoma filed a lawsuit accusing a towboat
captain and two barge companies of negligence for a crash that caused a
highway bridge to collapse, killing 14 people.
Attorney General Drew Edmondson said. Wednesday that Capt.
William Joe Dedmon, Magnolia Marine Transport Co. and Ergon Inc.
should have done more to prevent the May 26 crash. The companies
should have had a second pilot on the boat to steer the rig if the tit.t
became incapacitated, or a kill switch.that would have stopped the boat if
there was a problem, he said.
"At the very least, there were no backup safeguards." Edmondson
said.
But Tuesday's lawsuit did not go into specifies because it was filed in
response to a pre-emptive bid by Magnolia to limit its liability in the
crash, Edmondson said.
Vicksburg, Miss.-based Magnolia asked a federal judge in lack.on.
Miss., on Monday to be cleared of responsibility of the crash or to set a
$1.2 million limit on civil damages.
Edmondson said the lawsuit seeks at least $10.000 but expect. 11-,:it
damages Will-eiTceed -$ I 5 million.
He said Oklahoma's investigation is continuing and is also lookir4!
the state's liability in the collapse of the bridge. The Oklahoma
Department of Transportation oversees its maintenance.
Dedmon's towboat was pushing two barges up the Arkansas Riser
when one of the barges hit the Interstate 40 bridge in eastern t)klahorn..
knocking down more than 500 feet of roadway and sending 10 efill N
into the muddy water.
Dedmon, who has been hospitalized for heart troubles, told investi,4ators he blacked out just before the collision. The National Transportation
Safety Board said Dedmon had slept less than 10 hours in the two da\s
preceding the accident but told investigators he was not tired.
Magnolia owns the towboat and employs Dedmon. and is a w hod%
owned subsidiary of Jackson, Miss.-based Ergon.

State owes counties for inmates
_ _ FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) —The
state has not paid counties for holding its inmates for at least two
months, and the check won't be in
the mail until the new fiscal year
starts in July.
Corrections Department spokeswoman Lisa Carnahan said the state
ran through the $39 million .;et aside
for state jail payments in March.
The reason is simply that there
are more felons in local jails than the
state anticipated.
Carnahan said the state has
.16,422 felons in the system. an
increase from 15,808 in June 2001.

The budget was prepared estimating
a population of 16,045. The number
of felons in county jails increased
from 4,115 in June last year to 4..501
this month.
The state pays $27.51 per day for
housing low-risk, or Class D,felons.
Keeping them in local jails saves the
state millions that might otherwise
be needed to expand prisons. Also,
local governments benefit because
many of the prisoners are assigned
to community work projects.
Carnahan said she could not estimate what the state might owe in
back payments.

-Counties aren't _going to lose
any money as a result of this.
Carnahan said. -There's going to be
a delay."
But the delay is putting a strain
on many counties.
The state owes Hickman County
about $150,000 for housing 70 state
prisoners in its new detention center.
Judge-Executive Greg Pruitt said
that with a county budget of just
$2.5 milliart, it is impossible to
absorb the shortage.
"It is going to be very devastating
to us,- Pruitt said. "I guess we'll figure out a way to get through it."
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ABOUT PURCHASING A NEW CAR?
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Should I buy or lease a new car? What's the best value for my money?
Which car has the most safety features for my growing family?
How can I be sure the pre-owned car I'm buying is reliable?
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Our honest, knowledgeable and friendly sales team
can answer your questions

Switch to Free Checking
with interest.
At U.S. Bank, you're home free.
Is your checking account costing you money? It pays to ,:heck

CHUCK WILLIAMS

JOHNNY MORRIS

with U.S. Bank. In addition to earning interest on your checking
account, you'll get:
EUGENE MCWHERTER

Cia Free Internet Banking
444?)No Minimum Balance
C;', Free Check Card
49Competitive Interest Rate
(No Monthly Maintenance Fees (ti9Five Star Service Guaranteed
No other account offers you more than U.S. Bank's Free
Checking. And it's all backed by our one-of-a-kind Five Star
Service Guarantee. For more information, stop by any U.S. Bank
branch, call 1-866-222-4757 or check us out at usbank.com.

Come by and see
our great selection
of new and pre-owned vehicles.
Our salesman will gladly assist you in making
the right vehicle choice
for you.

IMbank.

j000".misk.

Five Star Serviix Guaroreeed
*

Nissan of Murray
800 Chestnut St. • Murray •(270) 753-8850

'All regular account opening procedures apply. S100 mininsurn deposit to open checking Jl cogent Non-roirtine transaition tees oich
erdrafts. wire transfers and stop payments ?Nay apply. Fees could reduce earnings on the a.. osint Interest earned in dash coiled/ dances of 12,000 or more Rates are subiect to change at the hank's discretion. and ,114/1 .-h'in.' daily. Transaction fees mav apply
, ck turd when used as an ATM card at nort-U.S.Rank ATMs.
Member FDIC
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AgreeOrNot
By Todd Duvall/Syndicated Cotumntst

VLADIMiR PUTIM

Action with
inaction

FINALLY GOT TO
JoiN 71-16 GRouP
THAT WAS FoRMED
cuRTAtL RuSSIAt.

The 1982 limit of 33,000 state
employees came about when thenGov. John Y. Brown Jr. campaigned
against big government and, once
elected, began slashing the state
payroll willy-nilly to meet revenue
shortfalls.
As far as Brown was concerned,
state government didn't need more
than 33,000 workers. And there
rarely is a legislator willing to stand
up to a governor declaiming against
the size of the bureaucracy.
That, of course, was 20 years
ago when the Medicaid program
was far, far from the billion-dollar
program it is today. That was before
there were entirely new cabinets
created in state government to deal
with economic development,juvenile justice and tourism. The
amount of state spending in a two...OR CPAZY LIKE A FOX
year budget cycle is more than
GuArkpiNG ThE CNICKENS.
twice what it was when Brown
wHILE WEARiNG A r,
imposed the 33,000-employee limit
STRAiTJAcKET ?
But all that notwithstanding, no
one is willing to push to repeal the
limit. But they are content simply
to vote every two years to ignore it
for another two years.
And there is the 5 percent annual
pay raise for all those employees.
The following are editorials published across the tion taken by The Associated Press or the Murray
In good economic times, there is
country and provided by the Associated Press. This
Ledger & Times:
ample money to give the 5 percent
editorial is not to be mistaken as representing a posiraise - and extend it to teachers and
ble hijackings focused on foreign flights last
school employees as well.
summer. A private alert also went out to law
When the economy isn't generenforcement agencies. Federal officials did
ating enough money for the raises,
Dear Editor,
arrest the so-called "20th hijacker," Zacarias
There has been a tendency. at
the governor proposes and the
—The Morning Call (Allentown, Pa.) Moussaoui in August.
times, to forget the Kentucky
General Assembly agrees to ignore
As much as this nation would like to, it
None of this was enough, however,and
Sheriff and Deputy Sheriff.
cannot turn back the clock. Regardless of who there are serious questions that must be
the 5 percent mandate for a twoRecently.- thert-bave4ven-a4ev.,knew what when,-there is nothing that can
answered about the job done by U.S. intelliyear budget period.
memorials paying tribute to law
erase the events of Sept. 11 and their impact
gence agencies. House and Senate intelliWhy impose a mandated pay
enforcement officials. However. we on us and the world. That doesn't mean that
gence committees are investigating these
raise when there are going to be
should never forget the Kentucky'
we and our leaders can't learn from what has shortcomings. It's not just a matter of not
years when it cannot be honored?
Sheriffs' office.
happened and do what we can to prevent
gathering information but of poor communiWe have lost many great people
For the same reason the 5 persimilar tragedies in the future.
cation and coordination among these agenthe last few 'years in Sherifk.
This is the best way to put into perspective cies. There is also a concern as to whether
cent annual raise is in the statute
offices throughout Kentuck%. Just
the revelations last week that President Bush
these agencies have the manower and
books in the first place. Thirtyrecently, Marshall County Deputv
had ,received intelligence warnings prior to
resources to do a better job....
seven thousand employees vote. So,
Ray Chumbler was wounded in the
Sept. 11 that Osama bin Laden was planning
Continued investigation is needed, pertoo, their spouses. Their adult chilline of duty and there has been very to hijack jetliners. That, along with the disclo- haps by a nonpartisan commission, as prodren. Their mothers, fathers, aunts,
little statewide media coverage con- sure that FBI agents last summer raised conposed by Sens. John McCain and Joseph
uncles, best friends and neighbors.
cerning this event. Deputy
cerns about Middle Eastern men attending
Lieberman. It's better to learn and correct
U.S. flight schools, has raised painful quesElections have been lost by mar- Chumbler is a line deputy and this
than to blame.
tions about whether Sept. 11 could have been
incident could have been much
gins far narrower than the number
prevented.
worse.
of state employee voters alone.
It's pointless speculation. Dwelling on
'
- .5tirriiiimi-Speaker (Hazleton, Pa.)
Being someone who has %strike(
So here's another reason for the
"what ifs" only Feeds the active and misdiEver since school prayer was outlawed
with Sheriffs' offices since 1972. I
Republican Senate and Democratic
rected imaginations of conspiracy theorists.
decades ago, numerous attempts have been
know that they deserve a lot more
House to agree on a compromise
Delving into a political blame game will only made to bring it back in a way that would be
Besides
they
rece
I
e.
praise than
lead to 'divisiveness, acting as yet another
budget for 2002-2004: Inevitable
allowed under existing law.
putting their lives on the line each
acid aftereffect of what terrorists have done
An Ohio law that tales effect in July could
day that they report for duty.. the
lawsuits requiring reduction of the
its
to
already.
be
the answer for other states.
multitude
or
Sheriffs'
office
does
a
state payroll by 4,000 men and
Yet, some members of Congress quickly
The
law allows one minute of silence each
nothing
people
know
duties
that
women voters, and a treasury-bustseiied
on
the
revelations
to
politically
scapeday
in
public school classrooms. It lets each
taxes.
collect
appreing pay raise for those who remain. about. They
goat the Bush administration for not doing
school district decide whether its teachers
hend criminals, serve the(Out..
enough to prevent the disaster. ...
must set aside the time. What the students do
transport prisoners, patrol their
Although we had become accustomed to
with their quiet time is their business. They
county roads, serve papers and still
suicide bombers, no one connected the dots
can stare out the window,or stare at an
find time to transport nearly 1,000
on some map of horror to get to the step of
attractive classmate. They can study for that
underprivileged children to the
turning hijacked jetliners into missiles. There
days quiz.
Ranch
in
Sheriffs'
Kentucky
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
were indications as long as eight years ago
Or, movement to reinstate prayer in
Gilbertsville each summer.
236 Cannon House Office Building
that something like that was considered by
schools
gained momentum after the Sept. 11
The camp is located near
Washington, D.C. 20510
terrorists. In 1994, Muslim hijackers planned
terrorist
attacks, when praying in public
Kentucky Dam State Park and has
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
to blow up an Air France jetliner over the
became
And because the U.S.
commonplace.
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
served over 22,0(X) boys & girls
Eiffel Tower. In 1995, Philippine authorities
organized prayer
Supreme
banned
Court
has
since I have been the director
warned the U.S. of a terror plan to fly a jetlin- in public schools, a moment ofsilence has
(1979). We are the only state that
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
er into the CIA headquarters. Even though
become the acceptable alternative.
performs this particular type of
137A Russell Senate Office Building
we had already suffered from the angry
Pennsylvania is among the other states
Washington, D.C. 20510
service for our state. Our camp
depravities of Timothy McVeigh and aloreviwhere
similar measures have been proposed.
web:www.jim bunningebunning.senate.gov
opens June 2 with boys in attenous attempt to bomb the World Trade Center, House Bill 676, which has been referred to
1-202-224-43
43(Washington '#)
dance.
Americans and their leaders still had an attithe House Education Committee, requires the
We-plan to host a big memorial
tude of impregnability and invulnerability.
Department of Education "to request all
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) _
for Kentucky Sheriffs and Deputies
A
handful
of
al-Qaida
terrorists
changed
school
districts to begin each school day with
361A Russell Senate Office Building
in the Museum here at the Boys &
that on Sept. 11. The challenge now is to
a prayer or a short period of meditation."
Washington, D.C. 20510
Girls Ranch in Gilbertsville on
learn, carefully and fearlessly examine the
The word "prayer" most likely will pre1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
Friday, Oct. 11.2002, at 10 a.m.
events and evidence at hand before that day,
vent that bill From becoming law, at least in
(CST). Many important dignitaries • and ask questions and seek answers as to
its_p_resent form. ...
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
will be invited, along with the fami- how we can be better prepared, how we can
Moments of silence have been observed at
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
be smarter.
lies of those Sheriffs and Deputies
sporting
events for years, primarily to honor
Frankfort, Ky 40601
Before politicians try to lay blame solely on the deceased. A majority of the spectators are
that have been killed or wounded in
1-800-372-7181
the White House, it's fair to point out that
the line of duty..,
using that time to pray....
prominent Democrats as Calif. Sen. Dianne
Perhaps one of the most sensible voices in
As long as I am alive. I will
State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Feinstein, a member of the Senate Intelligence this debate belongs to Ohio high school sennever forget these Sheriffs and
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Committee, had received much of the same
ior Katie Marco. She often says a short, silent
Deputies or the families of these
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
prayer for success before taking a test, and
have
that
given
so
much information as the President. It's also pertitrue heroes
web: www.senjackson.com
nent to note that the warnings didn't result in doesn't feel the formal moment of silence is
County
and
State.
for
their
1-800-372-7181
necessary:
Sincerely. inaction. A memo outlining a course of action
"Anyone who wants to pray silently can
Ray Stoess against bin Laden was ready for the President
take a minute anytime.'
Ranch Executive Director Sept. 10. Airlines had been warned of possi-

FRANKFORT — Most people
have the reasonable expectation that
when the General Assembly passes
a law, it remains in effect until
specifically repealed by the General
Assembly or ruled unconstitutional
by the courts.
That's the way the system works
most of the time. But not always.
There are some laws the General
Assembly doesn't repeal outright. It
simply suspends the law for two
years. In a few cases, it suspends
the law just about every time it
meets. But the law stays on the
statute books.
And it is that practice that is giving attorneys for Gov. Paul Patton
fits if there is no new state budget
in place at midnight June 30.
Lacking a new two-year budget,
as the constitution requires. Patton
has an opinion of Attorney General
Ben Chandler that he can continue
operating state government under
his sworn obligation to execute the
law. of the commonwealth "for the
protection and welfare of the public..."
No reasonable person would
expect Patton to do otherwise.
The problem is that there a couple of laws on the books that kick
in ill there is no budget act to supersede them.
One is a ridiculous 1982 law that
says there will be no more than
33,000 state employees. Another
requires that those same state
employees receive an automatic 5
percent pay raise every year.
.Today. there are more than
37,0(K) state government employee'.. 4,000 more than the law
allows. And there is no money to
give 37.000 state employees a 5
percent raise. The budget Patton
proposed and the legislature failed
twice to pass called for only 2.7
percent raises.
How can the state-employee
limit be ignored routinely and the 5
percent raise mandate dismissed out
of hand?
The budget simply says that it
takes precedence over those particular statutes. The General Assembly
has routinely ignored the employee
limit over the last two decades as
the sue of government has grown.
Why not simply repeal the limit
altogether?
For the very reason it was put on
the statute books in the first place politics.
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Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531
. 927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
42071. Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number!
For questions, Call Eric Walker at 753-1916, ext. 21.
• letters must be signed with the writer's name,

address and telephone number so we may contact you
if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to Offing or
I ejection.
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Half of tires would fail proposed government standards

Deaths
Mrs. Yenta Williams Card
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A private burial for Mrs. Verna Williams Card will be held at Murray
City Cemetery. No public visitation or service is scheduled.
Mrs. Card, 93, Starkville, Miss., formerly of Murray, died Monday.
June 4, 2002. at 8 p.m. at Starkville Hospital.
Born September 2, 1908 in Hornbeak, Tenn., she was a former member of First Christian Church and was retired as an LPN having worked
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital as well as West View Nursing
Home. She was also named humanitarian of the year by the Humane
Society.
She was married to Glenn Card on October 24, 1946. He preceded her
in death on June 2, 1987. She was also preceded in death by her parents,
L.D. and Grace Dowd Williams; one sister, Eunice Neil Williams Teas;
and one brother, J.R. Williams.
Mrs. Card is survived by one son, Jerry Williams and wife LaVora,
Starkville; two granddaughters, Malinda Cox and husband Rob,Tolland,
Conn., and Rebekah Smith and husband Steven, Ada, Mich.; three
nieces, Rosemary Miller, Murray, Susan Blankenship, Crab Orchard,
Ky., and Kim Hutchpath. Phoenix, Ariz.; and several grand-nieces and
nephews.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to the
Humane Society or local animal shelter.

WASHINGTON (AP)- Proposed standards
for tire safety are "unwarranted and extreme,"
says a tire industry group that claims nearly half
the tires being used today would not pass the
government's suggested tests.
The Rubber Manufacturers Association, a
group that represents tire makers, did the study
that said many of today's tires wouldn't pass the
test even though the group claims they're safe.
Congress ordered the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration to update tire safety standards in 2000 after the recall of millions
of Firestone tires. The current standards were
written in 1967, before modern radial tires even
existed, and industry and safety advocates agree
they are in dire need of an update.
"We've waited a long time for the government to improve this test," said R. David Pittle,
senior vice president for technical policy at
Consumers Union, publisher of Consumer
Reports magazine. "It appears to us that these
tests are reasonable, but they do press the industry to make safer, more durable tires."
NHTSA estimates about 414 deaths and

10,275 injuries a year might be caused by
blowouts and other tire failures. The agency says
the proposed rules could save 27 lives and prevent 667 injuries a year and cost the tire industry
about $282 million annually.
Tires are tested on a wheel that presses the
tread against the outside of a steel cylinder.
which represents contact with the ground.
The tests are required by NHTSA, but conducted in-house by manufacturers. Every type of
tire must pass to be sold in the United States.
The agency's proposal for a new standard
would require manufacturers to run the tires on
the test wheel for a longer time and at higher
speeds.
It includes new tests to determine the likelihood of tire failure from striking a road hazard,
like a pothole, and from the tire coming off the
vehicle wheel during a hard driving maneuver. It
adds new tests to ensure a tire won't fail when
underinflated and to assess the tire's performance after it ages.
NHTSA estimates about a third of today's
tires would not meet the standard. But an analy-

sis by the Rubber Manufacturers Association
found that as many as 42 percent of car tires and
54 percent of light truck tires may not meet the
standard.
The agency says about 0.5 percent of all
crashes are caused by tire problems.
"NHTSA has absolutely failed to demonstrate
that a significant population of today's tires is
not performing in a safe and reliable manner,"
said Donald Shea, president of the Rubber
Manufacturers Association. "If fact. NHTSA's
own data shows an extremely low number of
tire-related problems."
Agency officials say the proposal will
change. but they would not comment on what
the changes might be. A final rule was due June
1 under federal law, but NHTSA Administrator
Jeffrey Runge said it won't be ready until at least
the fall.
"It's going to take a lot of analysis time to
come up with what the right answer is," Runge
said."We are committed to doing the right thing,
irrespective of any outside forces that might try
to change things."

VA hospitals could close with shift of focus, dollars

Mrs. Emma Knoll Metzger
Funeral services for Mrs. Emma Knoll Metzger
will be Saturday, June 8, at 10:30 a.m. at St. John
Episcopal Church. Rev. Candis Burgess and Jim
Stabler will officiate. Burial is to follow at Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Metzger, 78, Murray, died Wednesday, June
5, 2002, at 12:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born November 25, 1923 in Philadelphia, Penn..
she was employed at North Hampton County
Metzger
Schools in North Hampton, Penn., for 13 years.
She was preceded in death by her parents, George and Mary Knoll
Wesemann; and husband, Clarence C. Metzger, who died September 16,
1995.
Mrs. Metzger is survived by two daughters. Mary Ann Bender,
Copperburg, Penn., and Jo Ann Kichline, Bethlehem, Penn.; two stepdaughters, Lois Eisenhart. Claremore, Okla., and Gayle Pena,
Hellertown, Penn.; one son. Louis Kulscher, Hellertown, Penn.; one sister, Naomi May, Wayne, Penn.; two brothers, George Wesemann,
Banning,Calif., and Elmer Wesemann, Philadelphia, Penn.; eight grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Visitation will be after 9:30 a.m. Saturday, June 8, at St. John
Episcopal Church.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the for of donations to the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center or St. John Episcopal
Church.

Mr. W. Howard McNeely
Funeral Services for Mr. W. Howard McNeely will be Friday, June 7,
at 11 a.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Billy Turner and Rev.
R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Burial is to follow at Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. McNeely,90, Murray, died Wednesday, June 5, 2002, at 6 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born December 4. 1911 in Marshall County, he was a retired employee of Tappan Company and the former Bank of Murray. He was a member of Grace Baptist Church, Murray Lodge 105 F. & A.M., Murray
Chapter 433 Order of the.Eastern Star, the Murray Planning and Zoning
Commission and he was past Grand Chaplin of the Royal Arch Mason.
He was preceded in death by his parents Boyd and Mary Cathey
McNeely.
Mr. McNeely is survived by his wife, Alma Johnson McNeely. whom
he married November 24. 1934; one daughter, Carolyn Enoch and husband Rob, Murray; two grandchildren, Jeffrey Enoch and wife Valerie,
McKinney, Texas, and Michael Enoch and wife Julie, Murray; and one
great-grandchild, Austin Enoch.
Visitation is after 5 p.m. today, June 6, at the funeral home.

WASHINGTON
(AP) Veterans hospitals across the country
and the vets they serve will come
under intense scrutiny as officials
consider where to cut back and where
to add new services.
In the end,an unknown number of
hospitals are likely to close as the
Department of Veterans Affairs shifts
its focus to outpatient care and works
to bring services closer to people
who need them.
Decisions about specific cities and
hospitals won't be made for more
than a year, but the massive restructuring was being launched Thursday.
In some cities, hospitals are likely to
be closed or operations scaled back;
in others, new services will be added.
"This is not about the closure of
facilities. It's about continuing the
change in VA health care and changing it for the better," Deputy
Secretary of Veterans Affairs Dr. Leo
S. Mackay Ir. said in an interview.
Decisions about where to cut and
where to add will be made after
analyses of demographics and services available at 163 hospitals and
more than 1,000 clinics, nursing
homes and other health care facilities.
Some of the facilities date back to
the early 1900s and cannot be easily
renovated. Some hold historical sig-

nificance, complicating any effort to
sell or alter the buildings.
An independent, nine-member
commission is to make recommendations to the VA secretary in August
2003. As with recommendations on
military base closings, the secretary
must accept or reject the plan as a
whole - an attempt to minimize
pressure surrounding the closure of
sometimes cherished institutions.
"It's one way to get some degree
of insulation from the politics,"
Mackay said.
Reaction from veterans groups
was tepid. Some were concerned that
the VA may be dismantling an infrastructure that is part of the national
homeland security plan. And they
worried that some vets would lose
access to care.
"While they keep saying they're
improving services, they are drastically cutting services," said Bruce
Parry.55,of Veterans for Unification,
a Chicago advocacy group.
The national overhaul, recommended by government auditors in
1999, is aimed at shifting dollars
away from aging, inefficient facilities
in communities where the number of
veterans is shrinking in order to provide modern medicine closer to
where vets of the future will live.
The 1999 audit by the General

Taylor fears irreparable harm
from K-12 education cuts
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Cutting more than 8,000 teachers
and $373 million from K-12 education would set Tennessee back at
least 20 years and cause irreparable
harm, Education Commissioner
Faye Taylor warned the House
Finance Committee on Wednesday.
"We believe these cuts will cause
harm to schools, students and teachers, and much of the harm Will be

irreparable," Taylor told House
members. "It will set us back not 10
years but to where we were 20 years
ago."
The House Finance Committee
is reviewing a budget proposal that
cuts $945 million in spending, primarily to education and health care,
as the Legislature tries to meet a
constitutional deadline to balance
the state budget by July 1.

Accounting Office, the investigative
arm of Congress, predicted that without change, the VA would wind up
spending billions of dollars to operate unneeded buildings. with as much
as one of every four VA health care
dollars devoted to the maintenance
and operation of facilities.
But slimming down may be easier
said than done. In a pilot program in
one region. the VA opted to cut inpatient service from a downtown
Chicago hospital and expand services at other facilities. Veterans groups
were outraged, and VA officials are
pledging to consider their opinions
upfront as the market analyses begin
across the country.

The GAO suggested that the
greatest potential for savings was in
40 cities where there is more than one
VA hospital. These hospitals have a
significant number of empty beds
and compete with one another to
serve "rapidly declining veteran populations." auditors said.
VA officials declined to speculate
as to which hospitals might close and
said their goal is not to cut services
but to redeploy them to areas where
they are needed more. They emphasized that hospital beds are not needed for the VA's new emphasis on outpatient care, which follows a national shift spurred by better drugs and
more outpatient surgeries.
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Mr. Scottie Nolin
Mr. Scottie Nolin, 49, Woodstock, Geo., formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday, June 4, 2002, at 1 a.m, at his home following an illness.
Born March 19, 1953 in Graves County, he was in the building construction business, was an Air Force Veteran and was a member of the
Episcopal faith.
Mr. Nolin is survived his wife, Valerie Nolin, Woodstock; parents,
John and Wanda Nolin, Murray; two sons, Jonathan and Scottie; one
grandson, Jared; one sister, Sherry McClain and husband Jerry. Murray;
and one niece, Janey McClain, Murray.
Services will be Friday. June 7, at 1:30 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Jerrell White and Rev. Jim Simmons will officiate. Burial is
to follow at Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation is after 5 p.m. today. June 6, at the funeral home.

Home Equity Line
With No Closing Costs

Trimmers Starting at
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•
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Sportcoats

Gas Blower Vac

Reg. $175-$400
On Sale For

$14995

I

4

$99.99
Polo* Knit Shirts

1/2 Price
Ties
Buy 1 at 50% off
Buy 2 at 60% Off
Selected Groups
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The Most Unique

University Plaza
Chestnut St.. Murray
753-0100
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MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2573
Hrs: Mon-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
murrayhomeandauto.com
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Need Line seeks food, personal
hygience and cleaning supplies
According to Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line, with
school out, employees at Need Line are seeing more families in need of
food and personal supplies.
Currently, food supplies in Need Line's pantry are in pretty good
shape except for pancake mix, pancake syrup, rice, mustard,turnips or
mixed greens.
Personal hygiene and cleaning supplies are very low. Items needed
include bleach,shampoo, dishwashing liquid and razors.
Any help is greatly appreciated. Anyone wishing to donate items
may do so by dropping them off at Need Line,804 Story Avenue.

Evening of gospel music planned
•

photo provided

LEADERS OF TOMORROW ... From left, Cassandra
Hounschell, Jaleelah Al-Alou, Mary Schneiderman and Ben
Williams,' representing Murray and Calloway County High
Schools, spoke to the Rotary Club about their year's experience in the Leadership Tomorrow program. The program
otters the opportunity to junior and senior students to learn
about community needs, opportunities, problems and
resources. It provides interaction between participants and
community leaders and encourages acceptance of civic
responsibilities and leadership roles. Businesses, civic
organizations, churches and citizens have the opportunity to
sponsor a student for this fall's Leadership Tomorrow class.
The cost is $100 per student. The student you sponsor will
keep you informed of the activities they participate in during
the year. To sponsor, send a check to Murray-Calloway
Community Education. For questions, call Jean Bennett, 7534363.

Ballroom dance classes
offered by local center
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be dancing the summer away with its six session
Summer Social Ballroom Dance
Classes.
Elsie Thurman of Thurman's
Dance Studio will be teaching these
classes beginning June 18 at 8:15
p.m. in the Center for Health &_
Wellness gym/multipurpose area.
The other sessions will be held June
25, July 9, July 16. July 23. and July
30 at 8:15 p.m. The cost is $20 per
person for members and $25 per
person for non-members.

Glory Bound, a Christian entertainment group. will meet tonight, June 6.
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House, located on Chestnut
Street across the tracks from Ryan's Milk. Featured entertainment this week
will be Mike and Dortha Phelps of the Sonlites providing easy gospel
music. All interested persons are invited to attend.

"Many of our members have
requested dance classes to be added
to our schedule, said Bobbie
Weatherly,
Membership
Coordinator at the Center for Health
and Wellness. "We are fortunate to
have someone of Elsie's caliber
teaching for us this summer. If we
have a good turnout, we would like
to offer dance classes again."
For more information on the
Summer Social Ballroom Dance
Classes or other programs/events at
the Center for Health & Wellness,
call 762-1FIT.

SOS plans dance
Murray's Singles Organizational Society(SOS) will be having a singles
dance tonight, June 6, and a country dance on Friday, June 7, at the Gibson
Building in Mayfield. Both dances begin at 7 p.m.

County schools plan fundraiser

Buchanan and Todd
Nathan and Bonita Pritchett along with Keith and Angie Todd and
Jennifer and Donald Scott announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their children. Monica Buchanan and Chris Todd.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Faye and the late William Beard
and James and June Pritchett.
She is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High School and is currently employed at Westview Nursing Home.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Kenneth and Rosemary Todd and
Rebecca and the late Dan Billington.
He is currently employed by Lassiter Plaster.
The wedding will be held Friday, June 28, 2002, at 6:30 p.m. at Dexter
Baptist Church. All friends and family are invited to attend. Only out-oftown invitations are being sent.
A reception will follow in the church's fellowship hall.

determined by the team with the
most points collected by July 6 at
Family Day in the Park. Points are
earned by pennies and lost by silver
coins and dollar bills. For example,
a nickel would be equivalent to negative five points.
The winner of Penny Wars will
receive the money collected in their
jar: the money in the remaining jars
will go toward Freedom rest.
Freedom Fest participants will
also have the opportunity to enter
his or her name in the drawing for
the annual Cancun trip giveaway,
courtesy of Far Lands Travel, each
time one attends a Freedom Fest
event and wherever the Penny War
jars are located. The winner will be
announced at the Froggy Country
Music Concert on July 5 at 6:30
p.m.
For more information contact the
Murray Tourism Commission at
759-2199.

GOSPEL MEETING

Camp WOW plans open house
Woodmen of the World has planned an open house at Camp WOW on
Saturday. June 8. from 12:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the camp. Free camp health
exams, tours, swimming and food will he offered.

Adult volleyball league planned
Paducah Parks Service is sponsoring an Adult Volleyball League for
$150 per team. Rosters may carry from six to 20 players. For those wishing
to participate, rosters are due by 5 p.m. on Friday. June 7. Play begins at
6:30 p.m. on Saturday. June 15. Games will be based upon the best two out
of three. The league will have an eight-game season with a single elimination tournament at the end of the season. For more information, call (270)
444-8508.

Evening of music planned
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present a Special evening of
music featuring Speedtree Recording Artists the McKendrees on Friday,
June 7, beginning at 7:30 p.m. at the Marshall County Exceptional Center.
Admission is free. Donattons will be accepted.

Coldwater 40's to meet
The Coldwater 40's will have its annual meeting on Saturday, June 8, at
5 p.m. at Lynn Grove Restaurant. Everyone is welcome to attend. The group
will begin eating at 5:30 p.m.

Penny wars is newest event
Check your pockets and under
your couch cushions for loose
change and prepare to participate in
Penny Wars; Freedom Fest's newest
promotion.
Throughout the month of June,
jars will be placed at each Freedom
Fest event and at various financial
sponsors of Freedom Fest. With the
theme "Salute to Homefront Heroes
" the various emergency response
personnel teams in the community
will be competing for the title of
Penny Wars champ.
Participating
emergency
response personnel teams include
the Murray Fire Department,
Murray Police Department. Murray
State Public Safety. Calloway
County Fire & Rescue. Calloway
County Disaster & Emergency
Service, Hazel Fire Department,
Murray-Calloway
County
Ambulance Service and American
Red Cross.
The Penny Wars winner will be

Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will have a
fundraiser on Friday. June 7, and Saturday. June 8, at Calloway County
High School from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Proceeds from the fundraisers will go
towards the county schools scholarship fund. Anyone wishing to donate
items to sell may bring them to the back of the gym at CCHS on Thursday.
June 6, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. or call Melissa Green at 489-2230.

Murray DAR to meet

photo provided

A HISTORIC AWARD ... Woodman of the World Lodge 728
recently presented a History Award to Murray High School
senior, Katie Smith, second from right. Her teacher at the
school is Lisa Polivick. Also pictured, from left, are Faye
Childers and Dale Parker, WOW field representatives, and
Wally Miller, secretary for WOW Lodge 728.

Civitans to have reunion
The Kentucky District of Civitan
will host a reunion of all persons
who are or were members of Civitan
Clubs in the Kentucky District. This
reunion will be held at the
Conference Center in Cave City on
August 17-18, 2002. All past and
present Civitan members are
encouraged to attend.
Civitan is an international community service organization. Its purpose is to provide opportunities for
personal and professional development while improving communities
through service.
Civitan was founded in 1917 in

Birmingham, Ala. It began as a
small group of men meeting weekly
to discuss how they could improve
their community and it has grown to
over 28,000 men and women in
nearly 1,200 clubs world wide.
Civitan's major emphasis is
toward helping people with mental
retardation and developmental disabilities. Civitans fund the Civitan
International Research Center, a
research and treatment facility for
mental retardation and development
disabilities located at the University
of Alabama at Birmingham.

The Murray Chapter of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution(DAR) will meet Saturday, June 8,
at 2 p.m. at the Home of Wilma Gannon. Members will meet at Glendale
Road Church of Christ at 1:30 p.m. to car-pool to the meeting. The program
will be "Family Heirlooms and the American Flag." Those not going to the
meeting are asked to call Verona Grogan at 753-4978. People working on
their papers are welcome to attend.

Bethel women plan meal
The United Methodist Women of Bethel Church, located off Highway 94
East, will be having a salad, dessert and drink meal on Saturday, June 8,
beginning at 6:30 p.m. Donations will be accepted and all interested persons
are invited to attend. For more information, call 753-0288 or 753-2289.

Union Grove plans gospel meeting
Union Grove Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting Sunday, June
9, through Thursday. June 13. On Sunday, classes begin at 10 a.m., morning worship begins at 10:45 a.m. and evening worship begins at 7:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, services will begin at 7 p.m. Virgil Hale, minister of Green Plains Church of Christ, will be speaker.

Scott Family Reunion planned
There will be a Scott Family Reunion on Sunday. June 9, at Holiday Inn
on 641 North. A potluck lunch will be served at 1 p.m. All friends and family of the late Bill and Alvin Scott are invited.

St. John plans Bible school
St. John Missionary Baptist Church will be holding Vacation Bible
School Monday. June 10, through Friday, June 14. from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Classes will be held for both adults and youth. For more information or for
a ride, call 753-2258 or 753-6690.

June 9-13, 2002

Vta's Neat Repeats

Virgil Hale - Speaker
Minister of the Green Plains Church of Christ

Sunday Classes - 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship - 7:30 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday - 7:00 p.m.

2081 Poor Farm Road., Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-2103

Men, Women & Chilicren's
Consignment Clothes & Accessories

GiNGLES

Formals, Weddings & Maternity
Plus Sizes
Owner — Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
His: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@apex.rbet

Top Brands

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:

UNION GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST

JOHNNY

MAGISTRATE #4
Thanks to everyone who helped make my bid for Magistrate a
success. Together we will work to make our community a better
place to live and work.
Sincerely,
Johnny Gingles
•

Pawl For FIN Johnny Googlies

PICA-DELI
COASTAL
"Pump The Gas!
Boost Your Energy
With A Healthy Sandwich!"
Biscuits. Beef Gyros,
Chicken Gyros.Subs
1/2 MILE WEST OFF 121
BYPASS ON HWY.80!
802 E. Broadway • Mayfield
270-251-0002
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Andrew Parker selected
Rotary student of the month

photo provided

MEETING OF THE MINDS ... City administrator Don Elias, left, was the speaker for the April
meeting of the Calloway County Retired Teachers. State Senator Bob Jackson, right photo at
left. Mr. Ernie Trosper, state president of the Kentucky Retired Teachers Association, center,
and State Representative Buddy Buckingham were the guest speakers at the recent called
meeting for the group. Margery Shown, local president, urges all eligible retirees and guest to
attend these meetings.

Andrew Parker. a senior at
Murray High School, was recently
selected as a Rotary Club Student of
the Month.
At MHS, Parker has been a
member of the National Honor
Society, Speech Team and the
French Club. He has been a member
of the Black & Gold newspaper
staff, serving as sports editor and
cartoonist. He was selected to be a
member of the Quill & Scroll, the
National Honor Society for
Journalism.
Parker has been a member of the
MHS Future Problem Solving Team
for four years, earning District
Championships for four consecutive
years and a Kentucky Governor's
Cup State Championship.
He has been a member and vicepresident of the MHS Spirit
Organization. "Dawg Pound." He
recently performed in the school
play. "Arsenic and Old Lace," and
has participated as a member of the
First Baptist Church Youth Missions
Team, serving on a construction
team that roofed houses for needy

photo provided

Parker
families.
Parker is the son of Martha and
David Parker of Murray. After graduation from high school, he plans to
attend Samford University in
Birmingham. Ala. and pursue a
degree in journalism.

RECENT GRADUATE. Mrs.
Jeanna Cooper Maynard
graduated from Methodist
College in Fayetteville. N C
in May with a bachelor of
arts degree in religion She
is the daughter of James
and Ann Cooper of Calloway
County.

Promotion to
begin June 10
at center

photo provided

RESPECT...Tung Dinh and his wife had an assembly for all students at Murray Elementary to
talk about respect and how to focus to get a better education. Dinh's students showed skills
and gave pencils and other items to both students and teachers. Dinh also talked about how
to be safe in the summer.

photo provided

LEADERS OF THE PACK ... Installed as new officers of the nine departments of the Murray
Woman's Club were, from left, Rhonda Perry, Sigma; Sue Allison, Kappa; Marlene Beach. Alpha;
Tracy Bernard, Music; Janet Wallis, Creative Arts: Karen Olson, Delta; Jo Farley, Theta; Lillian
Robertson, Home; and Norma Frank, Zeta. Not pictured are Jan Ochoa and Joanna Adams, cochairmen of the Garden Department.

Murray Woman's Club closes 2001-02 club
The May general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club held
Thursday, May 23, marked the close
of the 2001-02 club year.
In a candlelight memorial service, three members, who died during
the club year, were remembered.
Hazel Terry was eulogized by
Louise Swann, Dee Dee Coe by
Marilyn Chatman and Mayme Nell
Staudacher by Betty Lowry. The
Music Department Chorus, directed
by Margie Shown, sang "Now the
Day is Over" and "Hymn of
Promise." A third number. "A
Collect for Club Women," was presented as the invocation for the salad
supper, which followed.
The general meeting continued

after the supper with a business recording secretary; and Sheree
meeting with Mary Ann Russell, Story. treasurer.
president. presiding. Recognition
Department chairmen installed
was given to four new Gold Card were Marlene Beach. Alpha: Janet
members, Thelma Bailey, Ruth Wallis. Creative Arts; Karen Olsen,
Caldwell,. Ann Doran and Halene Delta; Joanna Adams and Jan
Visher, who have served the club for Ochoa. co-chairmen of Garden;
50 or more years. In 2001, 22 mem- Lillian .Robertson. Home: Sue
ber achieved this position of honor.
Allison. Kappa; Tracy Bernard,
Betty Lowry, both past president Music; Rhonda Perry. Sigma; Jo
of the Murray club and past presi- Farley. Theta: and Norma Frank,
dent of the state federation of Zeta. •
women's clubs, KFWC, then
installed the new officers for the
coming year.
Martha Crafton will serve as
president, Pat Harrington, first vicepresident; Pat McMullin, second
vice-president; Virginia Randolph.

V
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`
'
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Murray Appliance

Beginning June 10, the Center
for Health & Wellness will begin a
new exercise program emphasizing
exercising in pairs. The new program, "Two's a Pair," is a partnership, which will allow those who
exercise often the opportunity to
win great prizes during the summer
months.
The program, which runs from
June 10 to August 10, will require
thesxercise pairs to clock in together to work out. The more the pairs
clock in together, the more chances
to win great giveaways like a pair of
movie passes in July and a pair of
massages in August. Each time the
pair clock in. they automatically are
registered, for that month's prize.
Everyone who participates will be
eligible for the grand prize drawing
of a new pair of shoes.
"We are having this promotion to
encourage a commitment to the
partner and to exercise, said Bobbie
Weatherly,
Membership
Coordinator at the Center for Health
& Wellness. "The incentives are an
added bonus."
The benefits to exercising in
pairs include mutual support for
exercise, assistance with equipment, and social support.
To register for this summer promotion or for more information on
all programs available, contact the
Center for Health & Wellness at
762-I FIT

photo provided

AWARDING THE FUTURE FOR THE PAST ... Woodman of the
World Lodge 728 recently presented a History Award to
Calloway County High School senior, Sandra Jo Thompson,
third from left. Her teacher at the school is Chris King. Also
pictured, from left, are Dale Parker, WOW field representative; Rachel Jackson, lodge member; Chris King, history
teacher; and Wally Miller, secretary for WOW Lodge 728: and
Faye Childress, WOW field representative.

Birth
Faith

Reanna

Sheridan
Eddie and Laura Sheridan ot
Murray are the parents of a daughter, Faith Reanna Sheridan. born
May 19, 2002. at 4:14 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds.
11 ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Laura
Hardison.
Grandparents are Dare11 and
Patricia Sheridan of Coldwater and
David and Susan Hardison of
Benton. .

photo provided

KEEPING IT ALL IN ORDER ... Recently installed general officers for the Murray Woman's Club are, from left. Sheree
Story, treasurer: Virginia Randolph. recording secretary; Pat
McMullin. second vice-president; Pat Harrington. first vicepresident; and Martha Crafton, president. Betty Lowry was
installer.

Don't take a chance with
your retirement funds.

Take Action

vote DON SENF
SHERIFF

Call Hilliard Lyons. Our Financial Consultant,
can establish an investment strategy to help
you make the most of your retirement dollar
Whether investing a lump sum distribution
or saving for retirement. Hilliard Lyons
can give you the
advice to help you
;• Al
meet your goals
irqg

First In Experience - Training - Education

REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER

Paid For By Dors Sent Campaign Committee

"Your GE Dealer"

THE IRON PLACE

212 E. Main St.
753-1586

Don't leave your
retirement to
chance, leave it to
Hilliard Lyons.

IRON FURNITURE & POTTERY

OPEN 8 STRAIGHT DAYS
STARTING FRIDAY, JUNE 7TH

Need A Bigger House?

2 HUGE SHIPMENTS JUST ARRIVED

Does this look familiar to you ?

NEW HOURS

'4(
Then let our competitive, long
term', fixed rate loans help you
finance a bigger house.

ALL We4iiittli-This Summer
Friday thru Sunday
Fri.-Sat. 10:00 • 5:00
Sunday 2:00 - 4:00
Hrs. Subjeit to Change

‘our home now)

to schedule
an appointment.

Call

(your home soon)

BETTY BOSTON, VP
Certified Financial Planner
Financial Consultant

DARREN JONES
Global Mortgage Link
753-7407

JEANIE HAWK
Registered Sales Assisant

White-Wash Bakers Racks.
Tables & Home Decor

Court Square • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 7c1-1166 or (SOO) 444-1Rc4

Garden Trellis
s29

Lake Hwy. 79 N.. tarn right at Trollinger's BBQ and
storage bkigs. On bikeway Circle Paris, IN
We'll be lookingfor you!

TOM EWING
Financial Consultant
Registered Representative
In Charge

ZO HILLIARD LYONS
A PNC ADVISORS COMPANY
-
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Murray 7, Apollo 2

Tigers shock No. 2 Eagles
Errors costly for favored Apollo
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
PADUCAH, Ky. — If you
believe in statistics, then the Murray High Tigers were wasting their
time even boarding the bus for
Wednesday's 45-minute ride to
Brooks Stadium to face heavily
favored and second-ranked Apollo in the Western Sectional Tournament.
But, as the Tigers realized, stats
don't mean much when game time
comes around.
Murray's contact-oriented offensive attack forced the usually-surehanded Eagle defense into a surprising five errors and ace righthander Ed Baust tossed a fourhitter as the Tigers pulled off a
shocking 7-2 upset.
The Tigers' Cinderella run to
the state's Elite Eight was scheduled to continue today with a 5
p.m. matchup against No. 9' Webster County — a 6-3 winner over
Greenwood in Wednesday's other
sectional contest. Today's winner
will earn a trip to the state tournament. scheduled June 13-14 at

Applebee's Park in Lexington.
"I don't think there was anybody except the guys on this team
that thought we could win this
game," said MHS head coach Cary
Miller. whose squad earned just
the third sectional win by a First
Region program since the current
playoff alignment was formed in
1986.
"This is a fun bunch of guys
and they love to play baseball,
and it shows. I felt all along that
we could win this game ... It's a
big win for us."
Runs figured to be hard to come
by for Murray (21-8) against a
stingy Apollo pitching staff that
was allowing just two runs per game
and had posted 14 shutouts in 35
outings coming into Wednesday's
4ffair.
But the scrappy Tigers laid
waste to that theory relatively early,
stunning Murray State signee Billy
Fares for three consecutive singles that produced one run in the
bottom of the second inning.
Ryan Cobb got things started
for Murray with a one-out single

to right field and moved to second on a passed ball. Todd Broker then rapped a base hit to center for the Tigers' first score. Kyle
Erwin singled for Murray's third
straight hit in the frame, but was
stranded at first.
However, that lead was shortlived as Jeff Martin roped a leadoff triple down the right-field line
to begin the bottom of the second and Josh Taylor was hit by
a pitch, setting the table for Steven
Lee's run-scoring double to left
that knotted the game.
Then the Eagles (30-6) appeared
to restore order with Brian
Richards'sacrifice fly to center field
that plated Taylor for a 2-1 Apollo edge.
The stage appeared to be set
for a typical Apollo victory as
Fares retired the Tigers with relative ease in the third and fourth
innings. But the fifth proved to
be his and the Eagles' undoing.
Fares hit Nathan Williams to start
the Murray rally. Matt Head could-

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

JUST IN TIME...Murray High's Ryan Cobb slides back safely to first base as Apollo's
Travis Sewell takes a pickoff throw from pitcher Billy Fares during a Western Sectional
matchup Wednesday night at Paducah's Brooks Stadium.

See Page 9

L.A. takes Game
LOS ANGELES (AP) — For
the Los Angeles Lakers, old hands
at the NBA Finals, the electrifying tension just wasn't there.
This might as well have been
another home game in January.
But with Shaquille O'Neal
under the basket, all was right
with the two-time defending
champions, who beat the New
Jersey Nets 99-94 in the opener
of the best-of-seven series.
In a town built on entertainment, there was little drama to
be found Wednesday night. even
when the Nets rallied from a 23point deficit to make things close.
"It seems like a regular-season game — just going through
the motions." Lakers guard Brian
Shaw said.
O'Neal. terrific in leading the
Lakers to tight victories over the
Sacramento Kings in Games 6
and 7 of the conference finals,
finished with 36 points, 16
rebounds and four blocks.
New Jersey gets its next crack
at O'Neal in Game 2 on Friday
night at Staples Center.
"What adjustments can we
make?" asked New Jersey's
Lucious Harris, seemingly at a loss
at how to stop O'Neal.
"You're talking about the most
dominant player on this planet."
added Nets star Jason Kidd.
In the last period. O'Neal had
14 points and nine rebounds and
was 8-of-16 from the line. He
hit I2-of-21 free throws for the
game.
The Nets twice got as close
as three points in the fourth quarter. Such a finish didn't seem
likely when the Lakers rolled to
a 15-point lead in the first eight
minutes and extended it to 42-

SHA0-TASTIC...Shaquille O'Neal dominated the paint in
Game 1 of the NBA Finals against New Jersey, scoring
36 points and grabbing 16 rebounds as the Lakers downed
the Nets 99-94.
19 with sc\ en minutes left in
the half.
The fast start surprised their
coach.
"I thought we were real vul-.
nerable. knowing the kind of

energy we expended in that last
series," Phil Jackson said. "I got
them revved up for the first quarter, but we kind of let up on
the gas."
The Nets outscored the Lak-

in
ousted
Agassi
99-94
French quarters

ers 75-57 to finish the game, but
it wasn't enough.
Kobe Bryant, who scored a
quiet 22 points, saw the game
the same way as Jackson.
"We came out, started the
game with the intensity and the
type of focus that we had in the
last series,- Bryant said. "It carried over to start the game. Then,
we kind of let it die down."
The popular belief was the
Nets, so potent at the beginning
of their games against Boston in
the Eastern Conference finals.
'would do it again. This time, the,
opposite took place.
"I give my guys a lot of credit because we could have folded the tent and went back to the
arena and waited for Game 2,"
Kidd said.
"We got our feet wet, so hopefully we can work on the start
of the game."
Like his teammates, Kidd got
off to a slow start with four
points, one rebound and two
assists in the first quarter. He
finished with 23 points, 10
rebounds and 10 assists for the
14th triple-double in NBA Finals
history and the first since Charles
Barkley of Phoenix in 1993.
"When we had to pick it up,
we did," O'Neal said. "We just
have to maintain our composure
and keep it going, keep fighting. We know what it takes to
win.
"This game was sort of a feeling-out game. We're a little disappointed in ourselves, but the
first game is out of the way."
The Nets were outrebounded
31-19 in the first half and made
only 7-of-I6 free throws in the
first three quarters.

Magic, Larry Brown elected to Hall
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Magic
Johnson flashed that million-dollar 1mile countless times Wednesday — and no wonder?
The man who set the standard
for 'point guards with his allaround brilliance in leading the
Los Angeles Lakers to five NBA
championships in the 1980s was
introduced as a member of the
2002 class elected to the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall
of Fame.
"To represent the Lakers organization is truly a blessing — a

kid from Lansing,- Johnson said
of his Michigan hometown. "All
I wanted to do Was be the best
I could be."
And what he turned out to be
was one of the best of all time.
Others who will be inducted
into the Hall on Sept. 27, are
Philadelphia 76ers coach Larry
Brown; University of Arizona
coach Lpte Olson; the late Drazen
Petrovic, a star with the Portland
Trail Blazers and New Jersey
Nets; North Carolina State
women's coach Kay Yow, and the

Harlem Globetrotters.
That makes 246 individuals
and five teams in the Hall.
The inductees, along with Petrovic's mother, were introduced at
a downtown hotel less than a
mile from where the Lakers and
Nets were scheduled to play Game
1 of the NBA Finals later Wednesday.
It was the first time the Hall
of Fame, located in Springfield.
Mass., has introduced its new
members on the West Coast.

Magic Johnson

PARIS (AP) — Andre Agassi's conditions. As far as I could tell,
bid for a second French Open title they both agreed," tournament refwas stopped Thursday by Juan eree Stefan Fransson said.
Carlos Ferrero, who won 6-3, 5Ferrero said he had no say in
7, 7-5, 6-3 to advance to the semi- the decision to stop.
finals for a third straight year.
"No one spoke to me," said
The match had been suspend- Ferrero.
ed Wednesday by rain and an
Alex Corretja also advanced to
inspired Agassi came back out to the semifinals Thursday, completcapture the second set and tie the ing a 7-6 (5), 7-5, 7-5 victory
match against Ferrero, who, at 22, over a weary Andrei Pavel, who
is 10 years younger.
had more important things on his
But with the third set tied at mind.
5-5, Agassi squandered three break
Corretja, twice a finalist, won
points in the 11th game. Ferrero three straight games to capture a
then broke to win the set when match that was initially suspendAgassi hit a backhand wide, dou- ed Tuesday night by darkness and
ble-faulted and sailed a forehand held up again by rain on Wedneslong on the final three points. The day.
key to the match: Agassi's 87
Pavel drove eight hours through
unforced errors to 71 for the hard- the rain Wednesday to Germany
hitting Ferrero.
for the birth of his son — getAgassi's frustrations began to ting there 90 minutes too late —
show in the fourth when he let and then turned around after two
out a primal scream after one error hours and came back to Paris.
and mocked one of his own errant
He arrived at Roland Garros
shots with a curtsy. Trailing 5-1, around 5 a.m., and got just three
he broke and held before Ferrero hours sleep, the final two on a couch
served out the victory.
in the players' lounge.
Ferrero led 6-3, 1-0 when play
"I'm not going to forget this
was finally halted Wednesday after day for sure all my life," Pavel
rain delays of 6 hours, 28 min- said. "I don't feel even a little
utes.
bit sorry that I lost right now
With rain falling, temperatures because I was so happy to go
dropping and light fading, Agassi back home."
motioned the chair umpire, who
Pavel drank sodas and coffee
called the tournament referee.
and ate'health bars to stay awake
"I didn't feel that it was good and have some energy.

Kentucky search for
AD hits full gear
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — University of Kentucky President
Lee Todd said Wednesday he hoped to have a list of candidates
for the school's vacant athletics director position in hand by the
end of the month.
"That would be the goal," Todd said.
Todd spoke after a meeting of the University of KentLcky Athletics Association board of directors in which he gave members a
list of personal characteristics and credentials the school would
look for in a new athletics director.
Former athletics director Larry Ivy resigned March 5 amid an
internal review of the athletics department. Terry Mobley, the
school's director of development and a former basketball player
under coach Adolph Rupp, has served as interim athletics director since Ivy's resignation.
The position specification list was compiled by members of the
school's national search firm, Gainesville, Fla.-based Carr Sports
Associates Inc., and an informal, seven-member advisory panel.

Bonds clubs No. 587 as Giants pound San Diego 12-2
By The Associated Press
The next step might take some time,
even for Barry Bonds. Willie Mays is
still at least a season away.
After a rapid rise up the career chart
the past two years, Bonds hit his 587th

homer Wednesday, an astounding grand
slam that gave him sole possession of
fourth place and sent the San Francisco
Giants to a 12-2 win over the San Diego
Padres.
"It was a big day. especially to do it
on a grand slam, that's pretty awesome,

especially that monumental of a home
run," Giants manager Dusty Baker said.
Bonds moved out of a tie with Hall
of Fame outfielder Frank Robinson. The
San Francisco slugger passed 10 players
on the home run list last season and three
this year.

Bonds, who set the single-season record go 5, Milwaukee. 1 in 10 innings; Floriwith 73 home runs last year, is exactly da 2, Philadelphia I; and Montreal 3,
73 behind Mays, his godfather, for third Pittsburgh I. The Cardinals and Reds
on the career list.
were rained out in Cincinnati.
In other ML games. it was: Atlanta 6,
Bonds' high-arching homer in the third
New York 4; Arizona 5, Houston 4 in 13 off Dennis Tankersley (1-2) hit the botinnings; Colorado 8, Los Angeles 6; Chica- tom left side of the scoreboard.
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Lewis'
trainer
not afraid
of Tyson

Elise Amendola/AP Photo

G00000000AALLL...Tony O'Brien scores a goal against Portugal during the United States
soccer team's 3-2 win over Portugal in Group D play at the 2002 World Cup Wednesday
at the Suwon World Cup Stadium in Suwon, South Korea.

Senegal ties Denmark 1-1
YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP) — Senegal proved its value.
World Cup upset of France was no fluke by tying
The Americans quickly turned their focus to the
Denmark 1-1 Thursday.
future on Thursday, just hours after their biggest
The Africans outplayed the Danes for much of World Cup win since beating England in 1950.
the game in Daegu, South Korea, but finished with
"We got to enjoy it last night and now it's back
10 men after Salif Diao was ejected for a hard to business," said Brian McBride, who scored the
tackle that brought his second yellow card of the winner vs. Portugal on a powerful header.
game.
Next up is co-host South Korea on Monday in
Senegal needs only a tie in its final group game Daegu, where it should be hot and humid. The
against Uruguay to advance to the second round in Koreans, showing more offensive spark than usual,
its first World Cup.
beat Poland 2-0 in their first game.
"The players had a great match and it •was a big
"The game is not going to be played at a franachievement," coach Bruno Metsu said. "In the sec- tic pace despite the fitness of the players," coach
ond half they showed all their talent and teamwork. Bruce Arena warned.
"It's a big victory for Africa."
Should they win that game, perhaps the AmeriOnly Senegal's 1-0 opening victory against defend- cans will get a telephone call from the White House.
ing champion France matched the United States' 3- None was forthcoming after the victory against Por2 win over Portugal in the first round for shock tugal, the world's No. 5 team.

• Tigers ...
From Page 8
n't handle Mario Lawrence's hardhit grounder at third and Dylan
Volp chopped a grounder past first
baseman Travis Sewell to score
Williams for a
tie. Both fielders were charged with errors on
the plays.
Cobb then plated the go-ahead
run with a groundout to second
base, and the Tigers scored another run when shortstop Jeff Martin mishandled a slow chopper by
Broker on the infield grass. In
all, Apollo committed three errors
in the fateful inning to fall behind
4-2.
Miller said his club's ability to
make contact was a key to the
inning and the game.
"In high school baseball, the

key is to put the ball in play, and
we were able to do that," he noted.
"Plus, it was a little slick out
there with all the rain ... We just
put the bat on the ball and used
our speed."
The Tigers'got some insurance
in the sixth as Rayburn's leadoffsingle chased Fares (8-2). Matt
Kelleher greeted the left-handed
Sewell — a Western Kentucky
signee — with a bunt back to the
mound. But the reliever's throw
to second for a forceout was too
late.
Swain then, put down another
bunt, which Sewell over-ran to
load the bases. After a wild pitch
scored Rayburn, Williams effectively ended the game with a linedrive single over first to plate
Kelleher and Swain for the final

tallies.
"Everybody said we had no
chance," said Williams, who paced
the Tiger offense with two hits in
three plate appearances. "But we
had nothing to lose in this game,
and we knew we could beat them.
We know we can--play with anybody now."
The five-run cushion Was more
than enough for the 6-foot-10 Baust
(5-4), who struck out two and
walked two in a complete-game victory. The junior allowed a walk
and a single to start the Apollo
seventh, but then retired the next
three hitters in order to complete
the outstanding effort.
"(Ed) just gets better and better every time out," Miller
explained. "I'm just really proud
of him and of this team."

SportsBriefs
Murray Supercross will hold a series

of motorcycle and four-wheeler dirt
racing as part of this year's Freedom
Fest celebration June 21 at the Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Races will begin at 6 p.m. rain or
shine, with the gates opening for riders at 3 p.m. and practice beginning
at 4:30 p.m. The entry fee is $20 for
amateur class participants and $25 for
pro class competitors. Trophies will be
awarded to the top five finishers in
each division.
The admission fee is $6 per person. For more information, call Richard
Crittendon at 753-6919.
PURYEAR, Tenn. — The sixth annual Shannon Hilt Chanty Golf Tournament benefiting cystic fibrosis, sponsored by WFRG 10:'.7-FM, will be
held June 23 at Futures Golf Club.
The $40 fee to enter the four-man
scramble includes green fees, a cart
and dinner. Prizes will be awarded
and the tournament will include a long

I

Peoples Estate And Investment Services
314 Main Street — Downtown Murray
753-0703

Autumn Brooke Harrell of Murray
recently received an award for logging
750 hours in the American Quarter
Horse Association's horseback riding
program. The program recognizes and
rewards AQHA members for time spent
riding their American Quarter Horses
in activities such as trail rides, work-

Retirement and Wealth Building
IRA's, 401k's, Rollovers, Annuities,
SEP's, Profit Sharing Plans
Investments
Mutual Funds, Tax Free Funds, 529 College Fund,
Graduate School, Medical School
Ben T. Hogancamp,Investment Company Principle
Services Offered Through: William E. Hopkins & Assoc.
Member of NASD/SIPC

$1OM Green Fee
Play for $10.00 green fee on Mondays & Tuesdays only.
Fee does not include cart rental or tax.
Not valid with other discounts or coupons.
Offer expires June 25. 2002

ing cattle and pleasure driving.
The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity was
recently honored by the Murray State
University campus recreation office for
the chapter's outstanding sportsmanship
in intramural competition during the
past -school year.
Pi Kappa Alpha maintained an average of a 'B' or higher in all five major
intramural sports — softball, flag football, basketball, volleyball and soccer.
The grades reflected the behavior of
all participants, coaches and fans.
Members of Pi Kappa Alpha were
treated to a pizza party in recognition
of their accomplishment.

SCOREBOARDI

„

Sponsored BY

Haverstock and Sutter
Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Lindy Suiter

Cincinnati
St. Louis

W
33
32

L
24
25

Pittsburgh
Houston

27
26

32

Pct. 139
.579 —
.561
1
.458
7
.448
7 1/2
.397 10 1/2
.373 12

32
Chicago
23
35
Milwaukee
22
37
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
rizona
36
23 .610 —
Los Angeles
35
24 .593
1
San Francisco
34
24 .586
1 1/2
Colorado
31
29 .517
5 1/2
San Diego
25
35 .417
17 11 1/2
Wednesday's Games
Colorado 8, Los Angeles 6
San Francisco 12, San Diego 2
Atlanta 6, We Mets 4
Montreal 3. Pittsburgh 1
Florida 2, Philadelphia 1
St Louis at Cincinnati, ppd.. rain
Chicago Cubs 5, Milwaukee 1. 10 innings
Arizona 5. Houston 4, 13 innings

33
30
29
22
21

Seattle
Anaheim

Oakland
Texas

26
29
29
34
36

559
508
500
393
368

t f
Aggooli
(.21/Rated the 6th "Best Course in TN
by Golf Digest May 2001 Issue
Call 731-642-7271 or Toll Free 866-710-4653
900 Olde Tennessee Trail, Springville, TN, near Ky. Lake
www.tennesiwangolfelub.com

3
3 12
9 12
11

West Division
W
L Pct. GB
37
21
638
34
22 607
2
28
23

30
34

483
404

9
13 1.2

Wednesday's Games
Boston 11, Detroit 0
Tampa Bay 8 Toronto 6
Baltimore 4, N V Yankees 3
Cleveland 6. Minnesota 4
Chicago White Sox 6. Kansas City I
Anaheim 7, Texas 5. 10 innings
Seattle 5. Oakland 0

Hurricane G stands
up to Cup pressure
DETROIT (AP) — Ask any temporarily tor Kevin Weekes alter
NHL general manager what he allowing some bad-bounce goals
needs to win the Stanley Cup, and in the Hurricanes' first-round series
the answer is usually the same: against New Jersey.
timely scoring, players who play
Yet, even as opposing players
their best in the biggest games wait for lite to crack, to begin
and an elite goaltender.
leaking goals and for Carolina to
It's why the Detroit Red Wings resume playing like the on-thetraded for Dominik Hasek, even fringe team it has always been,
after winning Stanley Cups with Irbe is making a remarkable run.
goalies Mike Vernon and Chris
Going into Game 2 of the StanOsgood. Why Colorado traded for ley Cup finals against Detroit
Patrick Roy. Why Dallas got Ed tonight, Irbe is 8-2 with a 1.18
Belfour. Why Carolina is three goals-against average since returnvictories from winning the Cup with ing during Carolina's Game 4 comeArturs Irbe.
back against Montreal in the secWait a minute. Arturs Irbe?
ond round. He is 10-4 overall.
Always a good goalie but never and 6-0 in overtime.
a certifiable big name, the 35"I think he was certainly di.year-old Irbe has floated from San appointed during the Jersey series."
Jose to Dallas to Vancouver to Hurricanes captain Ron Francis
Carolina, twice .appearing in All- said Wednesday."But he and Kevin
Star games, without breaking into Weekes have a remarkable relathe upper echelon of goalies.
tionship, and when Kevin went in
Even this spring, he was benched there, Arturs was pulling for him."

New Physician
Joins
Henry County
Medical Center

Dr. James H. Hudson,
Internal Medicine

Individual and Small Business Clients
Personalized and Confidential Service

drive contest and closest-to-the-pin contests on all par-3s.

Those to pay the $5 fee to enter
the hole-in-one contest can win half
the pot with the first hole-in-one On
No. 15.
For more information or to enter.
call Donnie Tinsley at 759-4495 or
Kerry Oakley at 759-9695 or e-mail
entries to johndeer@apex.net.

TUNICA, Miss.(AP) — If this
were the Mike Tyson of years
ago, Emanuel Steward might be
a little more worried.
Steward, who trains Lennox
Lewis, thinks Tyson is just a shell
of the fighter he once was.
"Everyone is holding onto that
image of Mike Tyson from 10 to
12 years ago," Steward said. "That
Mike Tyson is gone."
It might be easy to chalk that
up to wishful thinking on behalf
of the Lewis camp, since Tyson
at 35 is still a dangerous and
quick puncher.
But Tyson has fought only 18
rounds against second-rate fighters since biting Evander Holyfield's ears five years ago, and
his opponents are finding it easier to figure him out.
Lewis, meanwhile, has fought
12 title fights in that span and,
except for a fluke right hand from
Hasim Rahman, appears to be getting better at the relatively advanced
boxing age of 36.
"Five years ago, Tyson was
pretty good and he was afraid of
Lewis then," Steward said. "Even
though they are the same age, it
is generally acknowledged that
Lewis is fighting better than ever."
Tyson gave up the WBC title
and paid Lewis $4 million so he
wouldn't have to fight him in
1996, keeping his WBA title and
going on to fight — and lose to
Holyfield later that year.
'Tyson has been largely inactive since, fighting a total of only
six times. His ring rust showed
in his last fight against Brian
Nielsen in October, when he took
seven rounds to finally stop him
in Denmark.
"Every time Tyson would fight
he would say he needed two more
fights," Lewis said. "But then he
would fight a bum and a worse
bum. He might as well fight me
now because he isn't getting any
better."
Tyson is expected to be an underdog for the first time in his career
when he meets Lewis for - his
heavyweight titles Saturday night
at the Pyramid in Memphis, Tenn.
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Dr. James H. Hudson, Internal
Medicine Physician has returned to
Henry County to join the staff at Henry
County Medical Center. Dr. Hudson
returns to Paris with his wife Lori
Weston Hudson and three children.
Annie Kate, Mary Joe and Maggie.
Dr. Hudson received a B.A. in Biology
and Chemistry at Murray State
University in Murray, Kentucky. He
received his medical degree from the
University of Tennessee College of
Medicine and completed his residency
at the University of Tennessee Medical
Center.

This
is Life"
make a all ii
te
Celli

Dr. James Hudson will be joining Dr.
Terry Harrison and Dr. Andy Coleman
in practice at the Paris Henry County
Clinic located at 305 Tyson Avenue in
Paris, Tennessee.
Appointments can be made
by calling (731)642-0025,

L'E

HENRYCOUNTY
MEDICAL CENTER

301 Tyson Ave. • Paris, TN • 731-642-1220
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Twilight Cabaret opens
Friday at Kenlake Park

Now On Stage ...

Twilight Cabaret Productions ning at 6:30 p.m.
Summer Theatre production of "A
Reservations for the buffet must
Bad Year For Tomatoes," by John be made on the Wednesday precedPatrick, will open June 7 at Kenlake ing the weekend show. The cost of
State Resort Park in the air-condi- the show is $10 for adults, $9 for
tioned Tennis Center.
seniors and $5 for children under 12.
This two act comedy, full of The cost of the Supper Buffet is $10.
many laughs, features seven charac- For reservations and information,
ters each with his or her funny little call (270)436-2399.
quirks. The show plays four nights a
Although Twilight Cabaret proweek. Wednesday through Saturday, ductions has only been performing
at 8 p.m. There is a supper buffet in the Tennis Center for the past few
Friday and Saturday nights begin- years, it has a history of providing

MSU trumpet
workshop has
Vince DiMartino
KR1STY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

THANKS BUT NO THANKS ... The cast from Playhouse in the Park's current play "The Odd
Couple," from left, Mickey (Karen Conroy), Olive (Erin Hancock), Vera (Christina Putney),
Sy!vie (Kelly Dunnagan)and Renee(Marci J. Gardner-Edmonds)gawk at a plate of old, green
sandwiches during a recent rehearsal.

Pickin' Party at LBL this weekend
GOLDEN POND. Ky. — music) from Murray and Nashville, best of them.
Musicians and music lovers from all Tenn.
"It's a wonderful way to experiover the Mid-South are tuning up
For the young and young at heart, ence the region's musical heritage."
for the annual Pickin' Party June 8- Echoing Heart Productions will feaVisitors can also take self-guided
9 at The Homeplace, a living history ture workshops on simple instru- tours of The Homeplace
farm,
farm located in Land Between The ment making for children, musical which includes 16 historic log strucLakes National Recreation Area.
performances and seminars.
tures furnished in the style of the
The Pickin' Party takes its cue
Visitors often become the Pickin mid-I9th century.
from traditional old-time socials, as Party's main attraction. For the
Interpreters in
well as modem folk festivals.
more daring, an 'open ink' stage is
period clothing will help bring
Concerts and workshops are held available at various times through- the site to life.
throughout each day by old-time out the day. However, many pickers
The event will be held from 9:30
fiddle, guitar and banjo musicians.
prefer to make music beneath the a.m. to 5 p.m. on June 8-9.
Visitors will enjoy the music of shade trees — among fellow pickers Admission is $5.50 for ages 13 and
returning performers Mark Dvorak and visitors.
up,$4 for ages 5-12, and ages 4 and
(fretless banjo and guitar) from
under are free.
Chicago, Ill. and the hometown
"The Pickin Party has made a
Picnic foods and cold drinks are
band,the Dixie Volunteers(old-time name for itself throughout the available for purchase. Bring lawn
string band)from Dover, Tenn.
region," said Homeplace special chairs, ground blankets, picnic basNew to the Pickin Party are the events coordinator Cindy Earls._ kets and umbrellas.
McKendree Family (Bluegrass) "It's amazing to see the level of talOvern,
- ight lodging is available at
from Murray and the Blue Licks, ent displayed during this weekend. several campgrounds and camping
featuring Ted Belue, Mark Wingate There are people of all ages who can areas within LBL or at state resort
and John Hedgecoth (old-time pick up a fiddle and join in with the parks and motels outside LBL.

quality, family entertainment to the
western Kentucky area since the
1960s.
Wishing to share their love of the
theatre, the late Robert E. Johnson
and his wife, Shirley Teach Johnson,
began these productions with the
area tourists and residents in mind.
Shirley continues the tradition of
providing invaluable experience to
the performers and quality entertainment to the public by serving as producer-director.

Foot-Stompin', Grass-Hoppin' Music

Murray State University recently
announced that the 12th Annual
Trumpet Workshop will feature special
guest
clinician,
Vince
DiMartino. The workshop will be
held June 16- 21.
Murray State professor and Jazz
Ensemble Director Rob Murray will
direct the workshop and Vince
DiMartino will give special instruction to participants. DiMartino has
performed worldwide with such
artists as Henry Mancini, Doc
Severinsen, Pearl Bailey, Dizzy
Gillespie and Dave Brubeck.
The Trumpet Workshop is
designed to provide an intensive
experience for trumpet players of
middle and high school age.
Workshop activities will include
master classes, lecture demonstrations, individual coaching, warm-up
sessions, group lessons, listening
and question/answer sessions, as
well as group discussions and other
activities. This year's workshop is
scheduled to perform the National
Anthem during the pre-game ceremonies at a Nashville Sounds
(AAA)baseball game.
The workshop is for middle and
high school trumpet players of all
levels ofexperience. Registrations
are currently being taken. To register, please call(270)762-3659, or 1800-669-7654.

Photo provided

'THE GRASSHOPPERS' ... A small group of Conny
Ottway's music students recently performed at the Hardin
Days Talent Competition. Calling themselves "The
Grasshoppers", the group sang and played their violins or
guitar on "Boil 'Em Cabbage Down." The students range in
ages from 6 to 11-years-old. Shown in the photo are students actually performing a musical trick of playing each
others' violins in the song. Pictured are from left to right,
Brette Watson, Hannah Harrison, Luke Beam, Conny
Ottway and Nathan Watson.

FOOD
"AIN'T

BEL-AIR SHOPPING

CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8 3 2 2

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
June 7 & 8 • 10 a.m.-S p.m.
Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken
ONLY
$4
0°ea.

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

Rib Eye
Sandwich

$200

ea.

They're Gresat!

Fresh Pork BBQ
Sandwiches

WHOLE,2% OR SKIM

FARM FRESH GRADE A

GOLDENROD MILK

MEDIUM EGGS

97°

°13ea.

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
00

$5

lb.

"Finger
Lickin' Good"
Whole
Slab Ribs

$10

1/2 Gal.

Fri. & Sat. Only

Hamburgers

2

voirroo*Ir

Smoked Turkey
Breast
Great
!)e//

15O0ea

Call ahead to assure
availability.

TOMATOES

0

p

doz.
for

Fri.&
Sat. Only

t
e,
Lb.
Onty

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!
VIDALIA

FRESH RIPE JUMBO

ONIONS

CANTALOUPES

for $1°°

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00

KHOT HOUSE

W

970

10 a.m. til 2 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.

6 lb. Avg.

Ith."

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

$2

By The Pound

$12ea

JUNIE 7TH 8g. 8TH

Each
Fri. & Sat. Only

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!
1FOOD GIANT

HAMBURGER &
HOT DOG BUNS

FROM OUR DELI

SWEET & JUICY GEORGIA

POTATO:
SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

PEACHES

2

409

98°

for 1

8 Ct. - 12 oz.
Fn. & Sat.dat}

Fri&

onk

670

Fri Aat ()0

Many, Many More GREAT SPECIALS.
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New immigration rules to force registration of more visitors
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department expects to identify as potential threats to the
United States roughly 100,000 foreign visitors each year and will
require them to provide fingerprints. photographs and details
about their plans here.
The government said it would
keep secret most its new criteria for
identifying risky immigrants. Under
the new rules, already the subject of
intense debate, such visitors also
must report annually to register
with
Immigration
the
and
Naturalization Service.
The regulations, expected to take
effect this fall, also will affect fewer
than 100,000 foreigners already in
the United States. Those foreigners
also will be instructed to report to
the INS for registration,fingerprints
and photographs and to visit immigration offices every 12 months

until they leave.
In announcing the rules
Wednesday, Attorney General John
Ashcroft declined to disclose the
criteria the government will use to
identify which of the 35 million foreign visitors who enter each year
might be deemed threatening. He
said nearly all visitors from Iraq,
Iran, Libya, Sudan and Syria —
except some diplomats — will face
the new scrutiny.
Visitors from other countries,
especially Muslim and Middle
Eastern nations, could be identified
as potential threats depending on
other factors, such as age or gender
and whether they remain in the
United States longer than 30 days.
Some visitors, but not all, will be
told they were deemed potential
threats before traveling hefe, senior
Justice officials said, speaking on
condition of anonymity.

"No country is totally exempt,"
Ashcroft said.
The changes update existing regulations — which are not enforced
by the INS — requiring the registration of foreigners from some
nations.
The chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee. Rep. James
Sensenbrenner, R-Wis., called the
rules "a reasonable first step in
regaining control over illegal immigration in the United States, which
is currently out of control." But he
also pledged his committee will
conduct "all necessary oversight" to
prevent abuses.
The new rules will compare visitors' fingerprints with those of suspected terrorists. Ashcroft and others at the Justice Department said
the collection of terrorist fingerprints was "sizable" — largely due
to efforts by U.S. soldiers in

Afghanistan. But they declined to
say how many fingerprints it contained.
"We will be able to stop terrorists from entering the country,"
Ashcroft said. "Fingerprints don't
lie."
The new rules will be open for
public comment until the fall before
the Justice Department formally
enacts them.
Congress may weigh in on this
latest immigration crackdown by
the Bush administration. While
some top lawmakers expressed support for the plan, others complained
of possible racial and ethnic profiling. One senior Justice official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said foreign visitors will not be
asked about their religious or political affiliations.
"It is as though the equal protection clause had no meaning or con-

text whatsoever to the authors of a database we usually reserve for
this Orwellian proposal," said Rep. terrorists and criminals." The rules
John Conyers of Michigan. top "will further stigmatize innocent
Democrat on the House Judiciary Arab and Muslim visitors ... who
Committee. "We have long fought have committed no crimes and pose
repressive and totalitarian regimes no danger to us.'
that sought to resister their people.
The plan asks state and local
ban them from public places and police to arrest foreign visitors who
eventually incarcerate them based fail to report to immigration offisolely on their race or religion."
cials. To help find them, the Justice
Rep. George Gekas, R-Pa.. a Department will provide the visimember of the immigration sub- tors' names and fingerprints.
committee, expressing support for However, Ashcroft promised to
the plan, said, "It is a sad fact that make no more requests of those
only cursory information is gath- departments to enforce federal
ered on most aliens entering at our immigration laws. Police departborders. It is also a fact that the INS ments and immigration rights
cannot account for all the aliens that groups have criticized recent proare currently in the United States." posals to involve police in such
Sen. Edward Kennedy. D-Mass.. matters.
said the changes "will give U.S.
Ashcroft declined to say whether
government officials unfettered dis- he believed the new system would
cretion to use secret criteria to have detected the plans of any of
decide who should be registered in the 19 Sept. 11 hijacker,.

Kentucky State's use of federal funds being audited
Hospitals
to get more
Medicare
dollars
WASHINGTON (AP) —
House Republicans are close to
agreeing on a proposed prescription drug benefit for the
elderly after adding billions of
dollars to satisfy hospitals.
The bill, which would cost
$350 billion over 10 years.
spends the bulk of the money —
more than $300 billion — solely on providing a prescription
drug
benefit
to
older
Americans, Rep. Bill Thomas
said Wednesday. Thomas". RCalif., a leading author of the
bill, said the exact number has
yet to be determined.
The remaining money would
be spent on items Republicans
say will strengthen and modernize Medicare, including billions
in additional payments to health
care providers.
Thomas predicted that the
bill's remaining details could be
completed "before the week is
up." It may be early next week,
however, before the measure is
formally introduced.
It's still unclear whether
House Republicans can reach
agreement with the Democraticcontrolled Senate to actually
pass a bill this year. The two
sides are far apart in their proposals. Democratic Sens. Bob
Graham of Florida and Zell
Miller of Georgia have introduced a proposal that would
cost $400 to $500 billion over
10
years. Sens. Charles
Grassley,
R-Iowa, James
Jeffords, I-Vt., and John
Breaux, D-La., are finalizing
work on a competing proposal.
Under an agreement Thomas
reached with hospitals last
week,$9 billion would be spent
over the next 10 years to
increase Medicare reimbursements to hospitals.
Thomas said the money will
help "struggling hospitals in
rural and small urban areas."
Earlier drafts of the proposal
had cut money from hospital
payments to fund increases
elsewhere in the bill. That
sparked intense lobbying by
hospitals and an internal debate
among
rank-and -file
Republicans who did not want
to make a politically difficult
vote in an election year.

401 HO
ROLLOVERS
IV(' Can FIc/p!
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
State University's use of federal education
funds will be reviewed in a U.S. Department
of Education audit beginning later this
month.
Investigators plan to spend at least two
weeks on the university's Frankfort campus
beginning June 17, according to a May 17
letter to KSU President George Reid from a
regional inspector general in the depar'tment's Atlanta office.
The KSU board of regents is meeting June
20 to discuss Reid'sjob. The regents voted 63 last November to grant Reid a three-year
extension on his contract, which expires June
30, but the details of the contract have not
been worked out.
Regents chairman Bill Wilson said this
week that the board has "lost confidence" in
Reid.

Fleming Furniture's

1/2 Price fummer Sate Down!
YEAR
WITH

NO PAYMENTS
OR INTEREST!

Thomasville American Home Sale

E UP TO 1/2 OFF ON SIMMONS!

All Thomasville Closeouts
1/2 PRICE OR LESS!
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Free Set Up of Your New Mattress and Free Removal of V1, flid klatti-ess Set

Here are a few examples of the savings you'll find!
lIMON011oatefteur

r

Broyhill GX Urban Dark Bedroom
Dresser ....Retail '749 . 1/2 Price 369"
Mirror ....Retail '249 . 1/2 Price 124"
Chest
Retail '660. 1/2 Price $32999
Headboard Retail '309. 1/2 Price $14999
Nightstand .Retail '329. 1/2 Price $15999
Footboard .Retail '300. 1/2 Price $149"

Broyhill Villa Provence Bedroom
Dresser ... .Retail '1,999 1/2 Price $99999
Mirror ... .Retail '749 . 1/2 Price $37499
Headboard Retail '829. 1/2 Price $40999
Footboard .Retail '679 . 1/2 Price $33999
Rails
Retail '300. 1/2 Price $149"
Nightstand .Retail '750. 1/2 Price $369"
Armoire ...Retail '3,0001/2 Price $1,499"
Chest
Retail '3,0001/2 Price $1,49999

Broyhill Dining Room
Library Hutch or
Chest ...Retail '2,70012

Price S 1134999

Table With 1 Arm Chair & 7 Side
Chairs . Retail '3,3991/2 Price $11699"

1,999"
Different Styles Of China Cabinet
Available

China

Retail '4,0501/2 Price

AT FLEMING ALL WE DO IS SAVE YOU MONEY!

46.
44t Bo.
1702 Hwy.121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

audit, let's get it done."
the course of the audits -- that's probably'
State auditor Ed Hatchett's fiscal 1998-99 what piqued their interests."
audit of KSU, released in April 2001, found
Reid acknowledged the university has had
that the school's books were such a mess that past financial management trouble. hut he
he could not determine the school's financial said it has improved.
health.
"The university has invested a lot of
An audit of KSU for fiscal 1999-2000 by resources in producing a financial managethe auditing firm Crowe Chizek and Co. of ment program at KSU that we believe is as
Louisville found that records were not avail- good as it comes at this point," Reid said,
able for nearly $3.8 million, including $2.2 adding that the federal inspectors will find
million in grants. And a Crowe Chizek audit "the institution really has done a good job in
of KSU for 2000-01 found that the universi- cleaning up its financial house."
ty was not in compliance with federal finanThe purpose of the federal audit "is to
cial aid reporting and documentation require- examine institutional records: to conduct
ments.
interviews; and to assure that established
Stephanie Robey, Hatchett's chief of staff, standards, rules, regulations and laws were
said she and other state auditing officials,met followed," Carol S. Lynch. regional inspecwith federal investigators last week. She tor general for audit in the Atlanta office of
declined to discuss the specifics of the con- the U.S. Department of Education, said in the
versation, but said "the repeat findings over letter to Reid.

2OFF 1/2snISE
,
1

"dr

753-4703

Lee Eppinger, the Department of
Education auditor in charge of the KSU
review, declined Wednesday to answer questions about the audit and what prompted it.
Universities are required to submit the
results of outside audits to the Department of
Education. But audits by the department
itself are rare, said Ed Elmendorf, senior vice
president for the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities.
"Generally you wouldn't find the (inspector general) in there if there wasn't something that needed to be resolved by an independent authority," Elmendorf said.
But Reid said federal investigators told
him the audit would be "routine."
"You're never really glad to see an audit
coming, but I don't think any institution can
he in any better shape than we are at this
moment," Reid said. "If we have to have an
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020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155'
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$2.60

131:419LAY AlIS
$7.25 Column Inch, WY, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All Ads Mit,t Ron Within 6 Day Period
per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

LINE Al3S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide' $210 extra for blind box ads.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or ed t
any submitted matter

ro Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Ctt
i

c- 4apt-)9 cRitttkciag

060

050
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Charlsie was a little girl who like to play

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

Then she decided
to dance the ballet
010

010
Legal
Nonce

010

020
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

020
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
d

tiir I. -cal Year 2002-2003 is scheduled to be held at the Calloway
County School Board Office on June 18, 2002 at 7:00 p.m
BUDGET SUMMARY
.\N (1IMINANCE
Appropriations
BE

Relating

to

IT I/RDAINED BY THE
KENTUCKY-

the

Annual

Budget

and

FISCAL ('4)tCA1.1.1)WAY

753-8697
or
759-8858

SECTI( /N UNE The following budget is approved on first reading
tor Fiscal Year 2002-2003 and the amounts stated are appropriated
tor tile purpose indicated.
iii

(;eneral Fund
(;erio•ral (;overnment
Pro. to Persons & Prop.
(;eneral Health & Sanitation
Social Services
Recreation & Cult tire
Capital Projects
Ad min ist ration
Administration
Administration

$2.988.868.90
38.112 60
138,04(1.30
29,000.00
122.935.1/0
55,931.32
:328.900.00
124.326.58
118.500.00
Total

Road Fund
Roads
/elit Service
Capital Projects
Administration
Administration
Administration

1,343,82.18
72,000 00
950.001 , lii
100.00
100.000.00
036
Total

,I

3,244.614.00

Jail hind
Protection to Persons & Prop.
Administration
Administration
Administration

1.932.7 I

1.279,000
11.750
10.04141.00
944.650 tin
Total

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave Rd.

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing will be held by Calloway
County at the Calloway County School
Board Office for the purpose of obtaining citizens comments regarding the possible uses
of County Road Aid (CRA) and Local Govt.
Economic Assistance(LGEA)Funds on June
18, 2002 at 7:00 P.M. All interested persons
in Calloway County are invited to the hearing to submit written or oral comments on
po•-•-ible uses of the CRA and LGEA Funds.
person who cannot attend the meeting,
hi it wishes to submit comments may call the
dfice of the County Judge/Executive at 7532920 in order that arrangements may be
thHr commcnt
PRODUCE
CONCESSIONS
CRAFTS
MUSICIANS
needed for
Murray's Downtown
SATURDAY MARKET
'i 474

BIBLE
MESSAGE
7594177

1,545.400.110
050

I.(;EA hind
Roads

Lost and Found
8,0011.00

Grant Fund. Jail
Capital Projects

1,011065 (it)

'apit al Projects

500.0000o

Jail Const. Fund Voted
Debt Service
Administration

495.165 00
1.671.245.00
Total

2.166.41000

Total All Funds 10,410,207.18

BEEN missing since 5-2602 "Spot- terrier, black
and white spotted, bobtail
black collar no tags
Please call 759-4651.
FOUND after Soap Box
Derby one camera and
one cooler 753-2496

Check us out
on the Web!
www.murrayledgercom

2 experience collision Repair Technician. Benefits
available Apply in person
Bell's Auto World 860 N
HC Mathis Dr. Paducah or
phone 270-443-6514.
ADMINISTRATIVE HELP
NEEDED 1 2-15hrs/week.
Flexible hours in a small
diverse business. Excellent Microsoft Office skills
a must. 57.50/hr. 7534214
AVON Earn 58-15/hour full
or part time Call now 1888-570-6498 or (270)
554-3338 Great Opportunity.
CLEANING service
seeking a few good people Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement Apply by appointments only Call Beverly
759-4222, leave
name, phone number and
reason for calling
SUMMER Jobs
No experience
$6- $9 to start
1 -888-974-JOBS

060
Help Wanted

Approved on first reading this 30th day of May. 2002.
Larry Elkins, ro. Judge/Exec.

020
Nctice

1I

020
Not,ce

and II
Headquarters

Your ilk

•

•l'aps *Jackets
•ShirtS •Warmups
•Diecast •License Plates
•Coffee Cups
AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!

EASLEY
cissiciitaits

500 N. 4Th ST.• MiltRAY (Next le Beesley Set. &
Negras s.o.-5 p.m. Mos.-Set.

I

020
Notice
FREE
Mini Manicure
& Polish
w China Glaze
Nail Lacquer
Uppercuts
Hair & Tanning Salon
1104 Story Ave
(270)753-2887
Call today"
(Offer ends June 15th)
The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

Help Wanted

$$ OPPORTUNITY $$
RELIABLE INDIVIDUALS - EARN $$
Working Friday, Saturday, Sunday. Valid drivers
license required. Applications being taken at
703 S 4th Street, Murray.

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please
Nt'YEN Services Company, Inc.

Notice

Th, -,rind reading of Calloway County's proposed budget ordinance

060

Help Wanted

Sonic Drive In

RESORT needs house
keepers for Saturday hours
during the summer Call
Susan (270) 436-2345

Today's the day
she's sweet 16!

She always liked to
cheer for the team

060
Help Wanted

SO(.12%I. SERVI('ES
1)1121A1'0R
urrently seeking a committed professional for the
position of District Director of the Family Services
office in Western Kentucky. Requirements: MSW or
related field: LNIFT or LCSW preferred, three years
experience in foster care services: two years supervisory experience. Responsibilitie include: overall
supervision of 5-person office providing foster care
and adoption ser% ices, networking with local. public
and private child welfare agencies: oversight of casework managenk.m. quality assurance, foster care and
recruitment and training: budget development
And monitoring. Competitive salary and benefits
rend resume to Holston Family Services, 739
Washington St.. Paducah. KY 42003. Holston Family.
erviees, a ministry of Holston United Methodist
I tomes for Children. will become a ministry of the
Paducah District of the United Methodist Church on
Jan. I, 2003. EOE

VISA

A Maintenance NCI% ICC (.1
has 1111MelhatC
opening for several "Moltl'ratt Technicians- with
I0-15 years exix•rience inN/ttintenance for the unix
Iii n molding pliktic,i ndu sI r IndiN idtial MUNI have
working knowledge ol lidraulic,
/..prienniatics. electrical/PLC or fahrication/uelding Signe technical
college education with (),IT I fC9Li ii ed Must furnish
own hand tools and he able to travel.
We pay campetiti‘e wages and benefit,. Send your
resume with wage lostoiy to PO Box I0-10-7.
Murray, KY 4207 I

PHYSICAL THERAPY POSITIONS
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has two immediate full-time positions available for a Physical
Therapist and a Physical Therapist Assistant
Excellent benefit and salary package Current PT or
PTA Kentucky licensure required Qualified applicants may submit resumes and references to

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Attn: Homan Resources

Want to Buy

MARKETING and Recruiting Coordinator, Distance
Learning and Telecommunications, Continuing Education/Academic
Outreach. Futl-time, non-tenure position to begin July
2002.
Qualifications:
Bachelor's Degree in Marketing or public relations
with a minimum of oneyear professional experience in related field. Demonstrated competence in
Macintosh-based desktop
publishing to include working knowledge of OS10.
OuarkXpress, Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.
Strong organizational and
communication skills required Experience in recruiting non-traditional students and special events
management
preferred
Responsibilities: Entry
level position to coordinate
design and printing of publications for all Continuing
Education, work with dean
to develop and implement
a comprehensive marketing strategy, coordinates
special events, and serves
on university Enrollment
Management Committee
Some evening and weekend work required Application Deadline: June 21,
2002 To Apply: Submit
letter of application, resume, and phone numbers
of three references to.
Marketing and Recruiting
Coordinator
Search,
CEA°, 303 Sparks Hall,
Murray, KY 42071-3312
Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an
equal education and- employment
opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer

ANTIQUES
Old toys advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray
150
Articles
For Sale
14.5 hp. 42" cut Lawn
Tractor. 8 cu ft wheelbarrow. Muzzle load rifle with
extra barrel and scope.
753-4758.
BEAUTIFUL long sleeve
Wedding Dress, Never
worn. Still has tags Must
Sell. asking half of purchase price Ask for Polly
753-3331 or come by yard
sale and see Fri 7th/Sat
8th at 1300 Sycamore st.,
Murray.
DARK tobacco plants
$5.00 a tray 753-5522
FOUR Cemetery Lots Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Benton, KY (270)527.5611
JAZZY
1100
Electric
Wheelchair, brand new
condition, many options
Call 753-6361.
KIRBY Heritage It Vacuum
cleaner, good condition
$60.00. 759-8419
160
Home Furnishings
BIG savings on bedding,
furniture, recliners and rollaway' Carraway Furniture.
105 N 3rd 753-1502

BLUE plaid sofa and love
seat $1258,575. Ott white
sofa $100 00 Call 435RN needed for busy physi- 4242 evenings
cian office Must have ex- BURGUNDY & fade green
cellent organization skills plaid scott guard fabric 94
Be a self starter, and a re- inch sofa Good condition.
WC 11. PROPERTY -(AS1 11,TY
al people person Reply to Call
759-9219
INSt R VSU1% \(,l'\('\' POSITION
PO Box 1040-A, Murray,
DINING room table with
KY 42071
six chairs and matching
Our agency has an opening for a personal line,
china cabinet. $200.00
Domestic & Childcare
Call 489-2887.
customer service representanse or personal line,
WHITE metal bunk beds
agent
RESPONSIBLE
almos $10000 14 Cu ft Chest
JI mh description II1C hides all responsibilities oh
Will watch freezer $125.00 Dining
16-year-off
selling and servicing all types ot personal line,
your children for you this Table and Chairs and
insurance to families and individuals. Being Mil,
summer Have references Hutch $450 00 Call after
Casualty licensed is a plus.
Call 759-9215 ask for 400 753-3915
Our compensation package is compeno‘e
Mary.
65
upon knowledge. experience and licensing status
Antiques
WILL do office and house
We have an excellent fringe benefit packi4!e
cleaning 753-1016
including grimp hie & health. retirement plans and
Antique
100
two weeks vacation
Harvest table 1880's 2
Business
drawers Porcelain Wheels
Opportunity
Send resume to P.O. Bo‘ 10411-G
Kerosene
5300 00
2
Lamps Solid Brass, DouHOME and Garden Party
\lurrav, KV 42071
ble wick Large Globes
Part-time/full-time
$10000 (7311 498-6494
Average $30.00 an hour.
DRIVER to pull Mobile MANAGEMENT company Call Freda 1-866-253180
Homes Must have Class seeking Regional Property 4663
Lawn & Garden
A CDL at least 2 years. Manager for sites in Padu- STAY home
& do mail orand good driving record cah and Murray. Respon- der business Earn up to
DAYLILIES
(270) 753-7975
sible for supervision of 620 58,000/mo PT/FT Step
Hundreds to select from
rental units Send resume by step system We teach
Potted $5 00
HOMEWORKERS- Need- tr, PO Box 1040-X. Mur- you how Free booklet 1Stella Dore 2/$5
ray,
KY
42071
ed $635 weekly process800-416-8471
Select group $1 00 each
ing mail Easy' No experiThe Daylily Garden
- 120
ence needed Call 1-888- SPORTSMAN'S Anchor
Puryear, TN
Computers
517-2362 Ext 4605 24Hrs
Manna needs store clerk,
(West of Minit Mart)
dependable, willing and
Monday-Saturday 9-5
INDEPENDENT
Living able to work, with calculaMDM COMPUTERS
Sunday 1-5
Specialist Full time posi- tor and
A+ Certified Technician
cash register skills
731-247-5635
tion available with a notOn site service
Fishing
Boating
and
To place your ad in
for-profit social service
759.3556
knowledge very helpful
the Shopping Guide
agency, which provides
Call Monday Ihru Friday
140
programs and services for
call 753-1916
only, through October. inby Friday. ltam
people with disabilities in
Want
to
Buy
volves weekends and holiand ask for the
the Purchase District area
days. rotating shifts LocatClassified Dept
Social Service background
ed on Hwy 68 Jonathan GOOD used Air Condition
Tuesday 's Murray Ledger
or related field with some
Creek
& Times classifieds make
er. refrigerator, stove, car
computer knowledge helpup the classified section
peting
753-4109
ful Some overnight travel
for this publication
MURRAY Area
1099 Mel ii•a I Center ('!irele
Mayfield. Kentucky 42(466
Fax: 27(4-251-4443)
)E MN/FYI)

required People with disabilities encouraged 'to apply Send Resume by June
10 to CAL, 1304-U Chestnut Street, Murray. KY
42071, ATTN
Jeanne
CAL is an EEOC employer.

LPN -RN -MA PHLEBOTOMIST
To do mobile insurance
physicals Fax resume to
812-473-3151 or mail 600
N Weinbach Suite 960
Evansville IN 47711

260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale

[

LOCAL Communications
company seeking full time
NEED experienced Sales
and temporary positions
person Preferably in Man- for
local and out of town
ufactured Housing or Real
work Must be able to travEstate and financing Call
datael Experience in
from 900 am to 600
voice and fiber optic cap m Monday-Friday (270)
bling a plus Please fax
-W7-9442
753-1,1ng
ime tr

FIND THE BEST DFALS..IN THE CLASSIFED!

260
Mobile Home

Lots For Sale

LOTS FOR SALE
Starling at S12,500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART & 'CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
2(10
Sports Equipment
GOLF equipment Taylo
made burner super stee
woods bubble graphite reg
flex new condition 1-3-5
$390 00 Armour 845 titanium driver reg flex graphite $65 00 Top flite intimidator titanium woods reg
flex graphite 1-3-5-7 exc
condition $300 00 Cart
golf bag exc condition
$5000 (731) 642-4627
220
Musical
PIANO SALE Great buys
on a few discounted models Grand pianos YOU
can afford Player pianos
Slack's Pianos (270) 4374432
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
16X80 mobile home. 3 br.
2bth excellent condition
Getting married must sell
Best otter Call 753-7655.
leave message
1992 Buccaneer, 14X 70,
2br. 2 bath, all appliances.
new carpet Very nice
511.000 (27)437-4210
MUST SEE,' 4 Bedroom/2
Bath. approx.. 1716 sq ft
2003
Sunshine
only
$49.900 00 See at Arrowhead Home Sales 3124
Hwy 79N - Pans. TN
Monday-Saturday 9 00AM
TO 6.00 PM
RELIANCE Homes
New double wide set and
delivery
with plywood
floors, NC. side by side
refrigerator
$28.700
Come by and see us Located 2 miles North of
Murray on 641 Financing
available, good or bad
credit.
YOUR HOUSING LEADER' Come see why' Arrowhead Home Sales. featuring Sunshine Homes
3124 Hwy 79N -Pans, TN
38242
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118
FOR rent or sale 1999
Fleetwood 16x80 3 BR 2
BA on 3/4 acre $400 00
Month
Call Rosemary
12701 362-7887
SMALL 2BR $225 per
month 753-6012
Business Rentals
OFFICE and Business
spare for lease near Judicial :.,enter 519-9338
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR. Apt , Walk to MSU.
$235/mo 753-2084
2 Bedroom, brick, shade.
storage. patio, extra clean.
$345 00 no pets 7536931.
2BR duplex at 1304-a Valleywood Dr S375 per
month 759-4406
2BR, in town quiet
neighborhood wooded lot
559-8410
2BR Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR duplex Stove, refrigerator. air conditioner
$325/mo + deposit No
pets 435-4114
3 and 4 bedroom house,
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
3 Bedroom 2 Bath down
stairs apartment 5353 121
South 489-2296
3BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
CLEAN 1 Bedroom apartment appliances furnished
including washer and dryer, no pets 436-5496
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom, 1
bath, appliances turn.,
C/H/A. 1 yr. lease 1
month deposit 753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. WID 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905

410

EXTRA roomy 2Br, 2
bath. WI garage appliances furnished lyr lease &
1 month deposit No Pets
753-2905
NICE 2br duplex Carport
1817
and appliances
Ridgewood 753-7457
ONE bedroom furnished
$225 00 month references
required No pets 753
3949
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2 BR 1 BA
apartment Appliances including washer and dryer
1614 Wiswell $49000
month 759-5885
VERY nice large lbr, appliances includes W/D
759-5885
340
Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, Dining room,
updated Kitchen and Bath
month
Call
$425 00
Marge for details 759-5534
or 210-5907
5BR, 2 bath. C/H/A farmhouse 8 horse barn Located on three acres. 7
miles out 94 E $600
month 339-5601
6BR, 3 full baths, 1 1/2
acres 3/4 miles from lake
$600 a month No pets
Option to buy 517-3670105 or 517-243-2432.
IN Country. only minutes
from town 3br. 2 bath. w/
garage. central air/ propane heat Available June
15 References required
$525 per month plus deposit 753-6105 after 6 or
leave message
L
360
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MIN1STORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
AM Size Units
Available

753-3853
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
VERY loveable 5 week old
Husk Wolf pups 4 black
$75 00 each Three other
marked $12500 each
759-3214

410

410
Public Sale

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"
440
Lots For Sale
2-ACRE lot 94W Lynn
Grove area S13.000 7531624 after 6 00 p m
Homes For Sale
2121 Southwest Drive off
Gibbs Store Road 3-4
bedroom brick house. 2
bath. large deck. well landscaped, detached large
garage $148.000 OBO
753-7523
THREE Br, 1 bath brick
house on one acre lot. all
appliances included. 5
miles from Murray 94E
$47.500 00 Call 270-4742320

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,

KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Public Sale

gitmcssOffared

Public Sale

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Saturday, June 8, 2002• 10:00 a.m.

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
SATURDAY, JUNE 15 @ 10:00 A.M.
701 SYCAMORE ST.• MURRAY, KY

At Almo, KY The Corner Pocket & Restaurant on 2199 Radio Rd. 641 North,
Murray, KY. Mr. & Mrs. Phil Hale. owners.
Real Estate sells at 11 a.m.

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commerciai
painting needs
•36 years experience
'Interior & Exterior
'Custom spraying for
iawrvpatio furniture
Louver doors shutters
'NO job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 75341858

— NO RESERVES NO MINIMUMS•••

- 1AJ,
1111
This property has a large building 44' x 100 with living quarters - 2 bedrooms kitchen - den & bath The business has 2 bathrooms and lot of floor space - on
large lot Will sell restaurant equipment - regulation size pool tables - air compressor and nice air tire changing machine Make your lead base paint inspection
prior to auction
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days.
Possession with deed
PE_R_SuNAL PROPERTY: 3 regulation pool tables complete - soft serve ice
cream machine - turbo air double door refrigerator - Hobart commercial meal
grinder - Sunfire gas stove & oven - gas grill- gas double basket deep fry - 15'
Amana freezer - also chest freezer - Frigidaire washer & dryer - dishwasher- drop
in oven & surface unit - like new large window air conditioner- 30' x 60" stainless
steel table - Royal M T 125 electric cash register - set of 12' booths - also other
smaller booths & tables - 6' bar - 4' fluorescent lights - large office desk Southwestern couch & love seal - free standing 3 tier table - 2 lamp tables - pots
& pans - plastic ware coffee mugs & dishes - 9 belt & disc sander - nice horizontal tank - 5 h.p air compressor - Coots 30-30 air flat tire changer looks good portable metal 2 car carport- 1 ton GMC 1981 vieflat bed 4 speed. 1967 Chevrolet
truck 2 ton - 4 - 2-sped axle widump metal scaffolds - large dolly - some new tires
- large lighted portable sign &arrow - metal & wood doors - shower tub - push
mower - line trimmer and more
Auction held rain or shine Not responsible for accidents Lunch available
For more information call

Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall - Broker 767-9223
Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. *1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
460

490

SOO

Homes For Sale

Used Cars

Used Trucks

3BR brick home with large
bath, large kitchen and living room combo, newer
appliances, carpet and water heater Fenced in back
yard with patio, C/H/A, carport with storage room
$74,000 negotiable
759-5443

1999 Pontiac Grand Prix
GT. 4 door. white. 1 owner, 3.7xx miles •1990
Chevrolet Lumina, 59,xxx
miles 753-1376 after 6pm

1999 Dodge Sport 4x4
regular cab, bright blue.
360 Cu . loaded. , 55 k
miles. clean and priced to
self Call after 5 00 p m
492-6134
510
Campers

FOR Sale 3 BR 2 B Central HVAC Nothing Down
905 Southwood Drive 7535561
HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708

2000 Mustang V-6, 34.xxx
miles, cass' CD. power
locks/windows, excellent
condition $14,000 759%14 after Sem
TOYOTA
Camry. LE.
1998 PS, AC, PW. keyless entry. fm cassette
very clean. excellent condition,
56 000
miles
$12.700. 436-5610
49h
Vans

3 Br. - 2 Ba
Central HVAC
905 Southwood Dr.
Z70-753-5561

-92 'Astro.-- one owner,
126.xxx miles Excellent
mechanical
condition.
clean Aluminum wheels
all power. 4 captain's
seats S3,095 OBO 7538034

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
•Competitive fixed and adjustable intere•t
•Multiple, no money down programs
•No income /no asset N. entication
program,
. priced at con•enhonal rate,.

7

`.1kKE TFil\fi'
,1-.,1s1FR(i\ (iLRoEll
OR•:i
iv ft FRIE \Pr!
\ ,P•

1997 KDX 220 for sale
Some riding gear included
$1,500 OBO Call 4366254
1999 Warrior nerf oars.
holeshots. K&N air filter
$3,000
*2001 TTR 125, one owner $1,700
759-1209

CAMPER- 1970 18 ft
sleeps 6, Ref & stove. furnace S800 Firm Boat1976 Polarkraft 16 ft 50
HP Evenrude, depth finder, fish locator, trolling motor trailer $1.500 Firm
4748333
COLONEL 20ft sleeps 6
AC., TV 759-2407
520
Boats & Motors
88 Cheetah Ski boat V-6
195 with accessories
753-9237

Services Offered

Global Mortgage Link
470
Motorcycles & ATV s

1988 31 ft Airstream Excella Excellent condition
$11,500 492-8514

FOR Sale 1995 Aquatron
190 ski boat 30 Liter Mercuiser. Bimini Top AM-FM
CD w'4 speakers One
w:2001
Owner
trailer
s•are 753-4241

Rate..ivith Nti•icruril F•i •

753-7-1417 •

PUREBRED
Limousin
Bulls. 15 to 19 months old
Call 436-5416

410
Public Sale
1 I

A affordable hauling hunk
clean up tree work gutter
cleaning 436-5141

Livestock & Supplies
HAY for sale in field
Roth/ Square
492-6200 or 753-7688
410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

Real Estate Auction

Our Otter to 1..iu

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

fib

IF

Public Sale
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12th Si. suit, It
The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

-I, I AFFORDABLE HAULING junk clean up. cleaning out sheds, gutters, tree
work 436-2867

1989 lsuzu Trooper 4x4
mint condition $2 000
759-1600 ext 145 (day) or
302-4382 (night)

Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing
'Well Pumps
Heaters
•All Repairs - Big or Small
'New or Remodeling
'Water

270-759-0610
KY. Master Plumber 609

PERSONAL PROPERTY INCLUDES: Entertainment Center, Lamps. Bras'
Items, Dinette Table With 6 Chairs, Zenith Entertainment System, Corr. •
Shelf With Whatnots, Old High Chair, Music Boxes. 8 Place Setting r. r•
Lakefield" China, Magic Chef Stove, Wash Stand, Bedroom Suite, Anti,,-'
Iron Twin Bed. Brass Hall Tree. Brass Quilt Rack, "Waterfall" Headboard A,
Footboard, 2-Twin Brass Beds, Old Sewing Machine Table, Duncan Phyte
Table,
Odd
Furniture
Pieces.
Brass
Plant
Stand, Kitchen
Utensils,Amber/Yellow Preserve Stand. Glassware Pieces. Costume Jewelry,
4-Piece Wicker patio Furniture, Antique Wood Stove. 10 Speed Bike.Gas Leaf
Blower. Old Porch Swing, Sofa With Chair, Sofa With Chair And
Ottoman,Recliner, Jenny Lind Baby Bed And Rocking Chair. Gas Powered
Pressure Washer, Davey Allison Remote Control Car, Pipe Stand With Old
Pipes And Much More
'Terms on Personal Properly 'Complete settlement day of sale
— Terms on Real Estate - 1000 day of sale, balance within 30 days or upon
delivery of deed

'Carpets 'Furniture
'Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates
'Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827.
MASSAGE
By licensed Massage
Therapist Coldwater Rd
Murray 853-1172
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
'Asphalt paving
'Seal coating
*Striping
'Hauling
759-0501
753-1537

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield, Auctioneer - 270-339-6865
Wayne Wilson, Real Estate Broker - 270-753-5086
540 Phelps Rd, Benton, KY 42025
270-527-2931
Contact Wayne Wilson at 270-753-5086 to view home prior to sale date
-Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale take precedence over printed material
630
Services Offered

1

Al Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044.
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings. Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
153-7860,153:1194. .
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts etc
Free pickup. delivery 4362136,7
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
_415-427a„
ALL Carpentry.
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair Termite
& Water Damage Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding. Painting Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353
AN affordable lawn service
Higgins Lawn Service
in Calloway
(.270)436-5953
Loral CL 5t9-q49
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
•Drivevidays
.Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geurin
-The Asphalt Doctor"
'Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
.Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
'Paint 'Lawn 'Mulch
•Shrubs *Tiling •Bushhog
12101.436-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
S675 installed Roy Hill
(2701436-2113.
CLEAN - IT
. Professional
Cleaning Serv:ce
Window Washing
Carpet Cleaning
Tile Floor Strip • Wax
Business Residential
Pat Walsh 1270) 623-8813
(,Call For Free Estimate's)
CONCRETE Finishing.
sidewalks. driveways patios, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435
:
4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Ttiiing- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 836-5681
DECKS Rooting. Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Waiters. 75,3-2592
DRYWALL Finishing New
and_repairs. 43b:5931.
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
_Clicitie Farley. 759-1519._
FRED'S Home Woodcrafters Furniture made to
order For Appointment
call Fred Schweigert (270)
759-4675
FRED S Home Woodcrafts Furniture made to
order. For appointment call
270-759-4675

MOODY S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area
Steve 767-9178

i

FREE up more time for
yourself Call Mike at 7539103 Odd lobs and minor
home maintenance
By Appointment

MULCH Delivered
Murray.
436-5560
PAINTING
Pay less
Call Dan 753-9618

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

PROFESSIONAL
Lawn
Care Mowing. trimming.
landscaping. hauling Reasonable Rates, free estimates For All your lawn
care needs call B&B Lawn
Care at 753-8407

GET your yard mowed
trimmed or raked if needed for a great looking yard
at low prices call 270-4742320
HANDYMAN
Painting concrete, masonry carpentry No lob too
small (731'247-3015
HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds carport atics
and storage
753-2555

ROOF LEAKING'
Call a professional
435-4645
SANDBLASTING
and
painting glass bead blasting Trailers, lawn furniture no rob too small
America, '.Ietal Finishers
,2-'n
' '30

M & T Painting
Now scheduling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
• EMIG
_ _

:3

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979
Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just a yone install it?
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!
CARPET tI
di FILAikt
O4VERING

Torn

Mu
"
-av

Taylor

Over 34 Years Exp

er:1

753-7728
Knprt's

LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989

IfirOtt. r.c INN Sat or Suety to Tom Tatoorkedgiti'502 ords

Hazel. KY

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Ro(.;Lic"cpair
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• Ne%4 Construction • Flat Roofs

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

-One Shingle or LW:01e Roof'

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

I-

Wiggins Furniture
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

,
If., .3.
R.
I it.
24 Hr. Semi e
Tree Trimming
Fledge Trimming
Cleanup Seri ice
Equipment
Full Line
ucEsistip_A tNsvsEu
Owner:
'
,lark lamb

4.,
(11-,

1-800-821-6907

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

12101759-3624-(8001548-5262

- hi

Lamb Brothers
-441 ' Tree Service

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Mark Lamb's
Tree Service

%11,,I,itt

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price,
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

1965 Mustang
Rebuilt
motor and trans Serious
inquiries only 759-4429
after 5 00

t

489-6155(K Cell 339-7 16

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

1998 Dodge Durango SLE
4x4, white with tan leather
interior. 44 000 miles
$15,900 Call Chuck at
75 -1 3 ext 20

1993 Grand Prix 4 door. v6. 53.800 527-2328 or
437-3001
1996 BONNEVILLE-great
shape. highway miles, Solid transportation Below
book at S4.650 00 Call
75170075..
1996 Lumina. one owner
89.000 miles. $4 500
Seen at 413 S 9th Street
753-3958.
.
Tan
'99 Miata: Green
Top. loaded leather, ex •
cellent condition Call Joe
at 492-8279 or 753-1130

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Your Home Imparivement Headquarters
'Water & Sewer Lines

200 Yamaha 3-wheeler
great condition 753-2544

Well built brick home with three bedrooms. one bath.full basement and
covered porch Includes detached storage building on nice large lot with
city immensities.
•Auctioneer s Note Homes built prior to 1975 may contain asbestos or lea
based paint Buyer assumes responsibility for detection and removal

David's Cleaning
Services
•Vin!,I Sitling & Fencing •Nlohile Home,
•Bnck •All External Cleaning

I Lis id 11ot-tiers

1\0•I

Trimming
Cleanup Serri,

Hr SPrI ICP
Full Line of
t1ge Trimming Equipment
11,
Commercial &
4
4
.
' 1 Tree & Stump
Residential

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

We Specifilize in Clew:nig

Cleaning A% ailable
•\keI.,e Hot Water Waking Lots &

)\••Fii

Dro

Phone (2701 759-4734
•
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111131111111111
White Rock, Top

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

CCHS
ALUMNI
YARD SALE

297 Country Club
Lane
Sal . June 8
7 a.m. -Noon
Baby clothes &
items, maternity
clothes, toys. RCA
color TV, 1983 Ford
Truck

Enter CCHS
Gym
Fri. & Sat.
June 7th & 8th
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

YARD SALE
Terry's Decorating
Hwy. 641 S. across from
Dwain Taylor
Friday & Saturday
F umiture, accessories.
lamps, etc.

YARD SALE

4 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

Friday
93E to 280, 1 mile
on right on
Scenic Acres Dr

907 Coles
Campground Rd.
June 7 & 8
Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-?
Rain or Shine

YARD SALE

4 PARTY
GARAGE SALE

94 West at Lynn
Grove
Fri & Sat.
June 7 & 8
- 1pm

1608 Tabard Or.
(Martin Heights)
Friday 8-12
Saturday 8-?
Kids & women's
clothes, baby crib.
high chair, two race
car beds, household
items and much

2nd Annual Yard Sale
Saturday. June 8th
7 a.m. to?
Location: Panorama Shores
Subdivision
94 to 280 (S.E. 7.3 miles)
Over 20 homes participating
--lot (log and Coke $1.00
mil be available for all
rros participating

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

816 N. 19th St.
Thurs.. Fri. & Sat.
8 a m Please- 5 p.m
Sat. till Noon
items.
d ewelry,
materials
nr1rr,ich more

1109 Fairlane
Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Girl's clothes
size 6-12, white
chest, stereo.
system. sports
equipment. and
lots more

MULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
218 South 11th
Street
Fri & Sat
June 7 & 8
7 a.m. - ?
Women's and men's
shoes & clothing,
treadmill, lots of
books, knick knacks
stuffed animals,
some lamps. phone

YARD
SALE

GARAGE SALE
2105 Villa Square
Southwest Villa

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
Dresser with round
mirror, area rugs,
luggage. rod &
reels, plants, kids
items & many
other items

Fri. & Sat.
1145 Poor Farm Rd.
1 mile off 641 N..
red brick house.
Furniture, household,
decorating items.
boy's clothes, toys,
books, advertising
items. Power Wheels
ieep. way to much to
list

Rain or Shine

GARAGE
SALE
Rain or Shine
21 Persimmon Dr.
(East V Subd., off
Hwy. 94E)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Great clothes and
many misc items

MOVING
SALE
Robertson Rd. to
Woodgate to
Tanglewood to 2203
Creekwood Dr
Fri & Sat
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dining room set,
quality baby clothes.
microwave, changing
table, dresser.
lots more

7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
House items. girl's
baby clothing,
toddler boy's, baby
items, toys and
much more

Almo Store right
to Brook's Chapel
Rd. to Finley Rd.
Follow signs.
Fri. & Sat.
7:00 a.m.
Mowers, machines.
lots of stuff
Some free
Come see

GARAGE SALE

GARAGE
SALE
Gatesboro
2008 Brookhaven
Dr.
Murray
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. to ?
Clothes, antiques
furniture, rugs.
misc Great stuff

Dr.
Fri. & Sat.

Fri. & Sat.

YARD SALE
4 miles East of
Murray on 94 beside
Darnell Marine.
Fri. & Sat.
June 7 & 8
6.30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Both Days
Multi-Family Yard
Sale with many
assorted items A lot
it everyemno

1539 Oxford

YARD SALE

toys and lots more

Baby stroller, men.
women & children's
clothes, microwave &
cart. toaster oven

YARD
SALE

MOVING SALE
7 a.m. - 11 a.m.
1143 Robertson Rd. S.
(North of Westside Vet)
Furniture, bedding.
children's
toys/videos/books.
seats, strollers.
pictures, glassware.
clothing, shoes/purses.
stereo. etc
Everything must go'

617 Broad St. Ext.
Fri. & Sat.
June 7th & 8th
8 a.m. till ?

Soil or Gravel
Call Jr. Compton

misc.. kitchen

shoes. lots of odds
& ends, quilt tops

YARD SALE

Thurs. - Sat.
Rain or Shine

2824 Cypress Rd.
Take Hwy. 121 to
Shamrock Sign,
follow signs.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. till ?
Glassware, clothes.
fishing stuff,
arrowheads, dolls.
tools, chair, too
much to list.

5 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1399 Johnson Blvd.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
GE dryer, weight
bench, name brand
clothes, linens, fun
bedspreads. material,
lilt scraps. household
,tems, breakfast table
and chairs, toys,
,iorl morn

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
603 South 9th St.
Thurs. & Fri.
June 6 & 7
7 a.m. till?
Household items,
kitchen, fans.
clothing - children
thru adult, toys.
games. Little Tykes.
Fisher Price,
Playschool

Horoscopes
year. You v. ill be a lot happier as a result.
If you are attached, share more of your

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HIRT/ WAN' for Friday. June 7.

dreams with your sweetie. Together you
can make them happen. especially after

out of %ague ideas. folilrough. and making them work
Credte more of v.hai you uant.
IL
sou need to daydream in
1:J1W more of ‘+ hat you ware.
1..•!
Je on the boss's time! You
,Jreloss v.ith funds. as you
cdihe In .r.other odd and have a dif.
time focusing You also will work
....I to mak.. mones If you manage your
ii odd sk ell. you could reach a
at, if you ar
single. romance will
your door later in this birthday.

July TAURUS reads you loud and clear.

\
Likc

,.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive.
5-Dynamic:
3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You might he pulled between and
betw ixt others and friends. Expenses
could he overwhelming Confusion surrounds plans and a meeting. A tnend
might not be portraying a situation realistically. Flow with opportunities

JOHN We WILLIAMS, M.D.
131”sician and Surgeon
Ophthalmologist
.Sp('cializing In:
*No Stitch Cataract Surgery

Maser For Diabetic Retinopathy and Glaucoma
'''Ocular Plastic Surgery
*Botox Injections For Facial Wrinkles
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 8-12 p.m.
By Appointment

270-753-6272 or. 1-800-272-9477
located across from Roy Stewart Stadium
(next to Office Depot)
New Patients Welcome

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your smile wins the day. Even
if you make an error or want to leave the
office, the boss could be bedazzled by
your smiling ways and sunny: approach.
Reach out for those around you. A conversation takes you in a new direction.
GEMINI(May 2I -June 201
*** Take your time and think through
a decision. You might not feel as strong
as you would like to feel right now
Perhaps you need some downtime. A letter or phone call could be a misrepresentation of a situation Check out facts
Tonight: Get a good night's sleep.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
**** Aim for more of what you
want. Consider another's feelings before
you make a major decision, especially
within a partnership. Remember the
importance of teamwork. Use your high
energy to clear your desk. Tonight. Talk
turkey with a loved one.
LEO duly 23-Aug. 22)
**** If only you weren't so good at
what you do! Others turn to you left and
right for help and support. Consequently,
you might need to disappoint someone,
as you will have to work late. Just schedule a late get-together. Tonight: In the
limelight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Reach out for experts and
those at a distance. Your could have
overly strong feelings about a co-worker
A fnend pushes quite hard to make an
impression. Let him or her know how
you really feel. Be as authentic as possible Tonight. Kick up your heels.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
* **** Move forward with a personal matter that might be preoccupying
your mind, even if you've been trying
not to think about it. You drive a hard
bargain v.ith a boss or someone you consider an authority. Check out what is
really going on with someone close to

you Forget assumptions. Tonight: Be a
duo
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
* **** Others seek you out, yet you
might be wondering about one specific
person Instead of wondering, think
about what you might like to do in order
to bring this person forth. Reveal more of
what you're thinking, especially your
dreams Tonight Make a date.
SAGITTARIUS(Noe 22-Dec. 21
**** You just might be
state of
mind in which you w:t.rit to settle in, work
and maybe do an errand or two. You
might he one of the few driving forces at
your office or workplace. Help a partner
express more of what he or she thinks or
feels. Tonight: Relax outside with a
loved one or neighbor
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might not be seeing
everything clearly' Be careful with nsks
of all sorts, even though you think a certain action might be a sure deal Be careful with others: someone might have a
strong come-on. Revise your thinking
about a work project.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Don't make an assumption.
though you could he in the mood Right
now you're not up to confronting much.
In fact, you could be very happy. simply
floating into weekend mode Do what
you must before skipping out the door.
OK? Tonight. Play it low-key..
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Head into the office and clear
off your desk Return messages Make
calls You'll want to leave for the weekend knowing that you've handled everything you needed to. Leave your personal calls till much later. Listen to another's
suggestions. Tonight. Out on the town
BORN TODAY
Singer Pnnce (1958). basketball player
Allen Iverson (1975). painter Paul
Gauguin 11848)

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE
DIMON & MAINTENANCE
20 Yrs Experience
Reasonable Rates

753-1495

Auction
A

LIVESTOCK AUCTION
Murray State University Exposition Center
Murray. KY
Saturday, June 8, 2002 • 2 p.m.
Over 40 horses & 30 goats • Quarter Horses • Paints
• Mule • Geldings •Studs • Yearlings • 3 Year Olds
• Brood Mares • Pasture Pals • Goats
Al) horses will have proof of negative Coggms
day of sale
No
No
Barn Open @8 a.m.
Muustosu
Referees
TERMS: CASN DAY OF SAII

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - ('Al Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer
TFN: 2121 "The Sound ofSelling" TUN: 2134
Hazel, KY
P.O. Box 149
12701 492-8796
website: farrisauction.com
Not responsible for arodents Announcements day of sale take
precedence over all pnnted matenal
FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THE SALE. CONTACT
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY A7TORNEY'S OFFICE 270.753 3312

size clothirg and

Real antiques. lots of fishing equipment, many
lures, appliances. jewelry. cookware. tools,
knick knacks, garden supplies, Southern
Living cookbooks, watches, nice clothes, misc
items Something for everynnr,

GARAGE SALE
3.5 miles from Murray at 2096 Dodd
Rd. Take 121 S., right on Locust Grove
Rd., left on Dodd Rd.
753-3191
1989 Honda Accord. 95 Yamaha Moto 4
350. washer, dryer. Kirby vacuum,
microwave, ceiling fans, fishing equip.,
twin bed. many house and shop items

Lots of larje & all

Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Rain or Shine
166 Meadow Green Circle, 1-1/4 mi.
south on 121, turn left 1st road
(Greenview), then right 1 block, then
left, 2nd house on right.

Hope Full Gospel
Church
Thursdays &
Fridays
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Lots of everything
Must see to
believe'

items, clothes, etc

7 a.m. - 5 p.m.

GARAGE SALE

.310 S. 15th St.
June 7 & 8

furniture, tools.

ESTATE
SALE
1506 London Dr.
- Canterbury
Fri. & Sat.

Fri. & Sat.

Clayton Rd., turn right
at Town N Country Yamaha. Go to the
stop sign and turn right on Outland
School Rd. Take first left on Ezell Rd.
and go to the 9th house on the right.
Air conditioner, desk, Queen Anne chair. 2
bicycles, clothes, etc

Summer-Long
Yard Sale
94E to 1551 New

appliances,

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

629 S. 4th St.

--Take 94 East to

630
Services ()tiered

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Friday and Saturday
9 a.m. till 5:30 p.m.
465 Ezell Road

WEDDING, Funeral or
party? I sing and play piano/keyboard. with my own
equipment Most any kind
of music Call 436-2902

489-2420 or
559-6200

Rain or Shine
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-4 p.m.
3075 Old Salem
Road
121 South, left on
Old Salem Rd.
Kopperud sign in
yard.
Something for
everyone

BIG 2 FAMILY YARD SALE

YARD
SALE
Antique hutch.

BIG SALE

Services Offered

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

.Ad Sales Rep wanted for
ANNOUNCEMENTS
new Kentucky fishing pub"POPPY
MOUNTAIN
lication. Previous newspaCAMPING'
GRAND
per salts experience, fishOPENING' June
1st,
interest a
ing
plus
Hookups.
1000 Commission,
benefits
AcresS'Trails,
Sports, Send resume to
The
Playground. Activities for
Kentucky Fishing Journal,
all'
Poppy
Mountain PO Box 494, Lexington.
Bluegrass' US 60 E
KY 40588
Morehead, KY 606-7842277
.
*POSITION IDEAL FOR
SUPPLEMENTAL
BUILDINGS
INCOME Place/supervise
*STEEL BUILDINGSS"
international high school
"Rock Bottom Pricesr Go students in your communiDirect and Save, 20x24
ty' Training, compensation,
$2.200.00. 25x30
international travel incen$3,200.00. 30x40
tives' Call today' Toll free
$4.500 00. 32x44
(877) 238-8727
$5.800.00 35x50
REAL ESTATE/REAL
$6.200.00 Many others
ESTATE FOR SALE
1-800-668-5422.
PioneerS"since 1980
-KENTUCKY 10 acres
$500 down' 105 month 1
BUSINESS SERVICES
to 10,000 acre tracts water
"ATTENTION
HOME- and electric Owner financOWNERS Display Homes ing approved
with down
Wanted for Vinyl Siding
payment www actionoutfitReplacement Windows.
ter corn 270-791-2538
No payment for 6 months_
*LAKE LOG
Payments
starting
at
CABIN/$59,900 Lake
$89 00 per month. All credit qualifies. Call 1-800-251- Cumberland. KY Beautiful
new log cabins on 50.000
0843
acre recreational lake
FOR SALE
Enjoy easy walk to the
*SAWMILL $3895 NEW
water, great views, paved
SUPER LUMBERMATE ,
roads. utilities. & exc
2000 Larger capacities. financing. (866) 770-9311
more
options.
ext 787
Manufacturer of sawmills,
RESORTS RENTALS
edger's and skidders.
BEACH.
Norwood Sawmills 252 *MYRTLE
Sonwil Drive, Buffalo, NY SOUTH CAROLINA 1-80014225 1-800-578-1363. 331-7300 BEACH SANDS
INN Five night Family
EXT 300-N
Special $199.00 (Sunday*WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Thursday only) 200 yards
AFFORDABLE to beach and pavilion Two
Convenient Tan At Home
double beds, two adults.
Payment from S25/mo
two children
Free color catalog. Call
today
1-800-842-1305 *PANAMA CITY BEACH
Sanpiper-Beacon Beach
www np.etstan corn
Resort. From $79 (1-2 pm
HELP WANTED
Restrictions 5/27/02 to
*WANT TO BE A NEWS- 8/4/02). Pools, lazy river
PAPER REPORTER'? But ride. parasailing. Jacuzzi,
don't have the training or suites. MI bar 800-488experience The Kentucky 8828 www sandpiperbeacon corn
Press Association and
TRUCK DRIVERS
newspapers
across
HELP WANTED
Kentucky are offering a
three-week
Journalism •DRIVER-$2.000 Sign-On
Boot Camp. Monday. July Bonus wiflatbed experi15 through Friday. August ence Great home time and
2 The camp will be at pay, full benefits Direct
Georgetown College with Deposit,
Free
Life
classes Monday through In
tCe
Assigned
Friday Participants will find Convdntionals 441-427alil
C
affordable lodging at nearrnaT
E diy 5 800by motels or can commute
ext
$595 for three weeks of
*DRIVE R-CDL Training'
intensive journalism trainInstant Credit Approval
ing. includes continental
Get $$while training On
breakfast and lunch on
campus living Call today.
class days. Contact the
Start tomorrow
North
Kentucky
Press American
Driving Academy
Association. (502) 223866-649-9226 AC-0128.
8821. for full details,
course agenda and appli- *DRIVERS WITH CDL
CLASS A Regional haul
cation
Home every weekend,
•1 2
Billion
Dollar
Team freight available
Company seeks leaders
Great benefit
Louisville
for Health Care Benefits
and E-town 800-334-9677
Package Both Immediate
ext 522 or Central KY area
and Residual Income 24
877-624-8761
Hour Toll Free Message
800-309-4050 No ic req

"AVON -Entrepreneur
wanted Must be willing to
work whenever you want,
be your own boss, and
enjoy unlimited earnings
Let's talk 888-842-4053
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
party plan advisors and
managers Home Decor,
gifts. toys. Christmas Earn
cash, trips, recognition.
Free information call 1800-488-4875
*Kentucky daily seeking
individual to enhance coverage of traditional and
non-traditional
sports
Experience with photography and covering the outdoors beneficial U you
have a passion for sports
writing, send resume to
Managing Editor John
Whitlock
c/o
TimesTribune. 201 N Kentucky
Ave.. Corbin. Ky 40701 or
email to jwhalock@corbintimes corn

1

*DRIVERS-Experienced &
Inexperienced
CDL
Training
with
Meals.
Lodging. Transportation
provided
Tuition
Reimbursement.
OTR,
Regional,
Dedicated
Freight Lease PurchaseNo Credit, No Problem
Trainer Opportunities 1800-231-5209
•DRIVERS-TRACTOR
TRAILER 'New Model
Conventional
Tractors
'Quality Home Time •Full
Benefits 'Regional & OTR
Positions
NO
STUDENTS
ARCTIC
EXPRESS, Hilliard, OH
43026 1-800-927-0431
www arcticexpress.corn
*NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED-Driver
Trainees
Needed
Top
For
Companies Earn up to
$42,000 1st year, CDL
Class A Training Program
Call Toll Free 877-2787770

Statewide
Classifieds

•UP TO $35-42K 1st year
no experience needed 16
day training program
Experienced drivers call
859-264-8218
United
Truck Driving Academy
866-266-0220
Call
todaym •
•DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT Now offering
Per
Diem
Pay
for
Experienced Teams, Solos
and
Trainers.
0/0Solos/Teams 83e. Call I888-MORE-PAY (1-888667-3729)
•DRIVER-0/0 82c all
miles, base plate program,
paid tolls. Company drivers
to 38c cpm, no forced
NE/Canada. 23 years of
age. 1 year OTR. CDL
w/HazMat 800-848-0405
"DRIVER-Start with up to
$1500 sign-on bonus, add
regular hometime, great
pay, benefits and equipment'
100%
flatbed
Company drivers and
0/0's Boyd Bros 800543-8923.
*DRIVERS: 16 Day Driver
Training Can Have You
Earning $750 p/week plus
benefits with top companies such
as Swift,
Stevens. Covenant, Roehl.
& TMC' Job Placement
Available with these and
more'
Tuition
Reimbursement Available
to Qualifiell Applicants
TRUCK AMERICAN, LLC
Free
call
1-866-2443644/Louisville. KY
*DRIVERS LEASE TO
OWN-CRST Flatbed has
various tractors available
Freightliners. Peterbilts &
Internationals No money
down For more information CALL 800-366-6361
*DRIVERS, over the road,
35 States Flat with sides.
late model conventionals.
3 years experience $2,000
Sign On Bonus Start 34038c mile+ benefits Call
(800) 444-6648
Owner
*DRIVERS
Operators, Vans & Flats.
Call-L&N Transportation,

6
In3
cL3
o3
u2isville, KY 1-800632-4332
"DRIVERS-Join one of the
best trucking companies in
the country Home weekends. No NYC, 97°. No
Touch' Company Drivers.
Owner Operators 2 years
OTR Required 1-800-9486766,
www epestransport corn
•DRIVERS -Owner
Operators Needed CDL
w/Hazmat Good MVR 23
Years of Age or Older 1
r OTR experience Call
yle
8a30
Steve Cone at 888-690LANDSTAR
RANGER
• DRIVERS -YOU
CHOOSE' Dry Van &
Reefer' All Conventional
Condo Fleet' Excellent Pay
& Benefits' No NYC plus
Rider Program Own/Ops
Welcome' 1 Yr CDL A/hazmat w/OTR exp Call 800359-0101
*EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS WANTED OTR,
VAN & FLATBED OPPORTUNITIES Company drivers Must have clean driving record 800-234-5400
•GO WITH A WINNER' CFI
Hiring company,
Now
Owner Operator, Single

and Teams! Ask about our
2-week Spouse Training
Program in automatic
transmission truck Call 18 0 0 -CFI-DRIVE.
Website www cfidrive corn
*TRUCK

DRIVING
SCHOOL 'No Money
Down 'Earn up to $35,000
your first year •100% Job
Placement
Assistance
'Company
Tuition
Reimbursement Call Toll
Free 1-877-270-2902

DR. GOTT
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DEAR ABBY: Your advice was
on target to "Grandmother of Five
in North Texas," who warned the
woman on her cell phone in
the restaurant that important
information overheard by the
wrong person could endanger her
daughters at home.
My wealthy uncle was dining out
with friends one night when he
mentioned an upcoming trip out of
town. He also shared a funny anecdote about his housekeeper, and a
story about how the cleaners had
ruined his favorite suit. Little did
he know the man in the next booth
was a drug addict and was hearing
every word he said.
The eavesdropper followed my
uncle home to find out where he
lived, then returned when he knew
my uncle would be out of town. The
man acquainted himself with the
housekeeper by teasing her about
the funny incident my uncle had
and brought over a
mentioned
suit he claimed the cleaners had
repaired. He told the housekeeper
he had been invited by my uncle to
stay a few days, and she fell for it!
He then took over the house, and
when a neighbor grew suspicious
and called the police, the intruder
convinced them the house was his
and that my uncle was delusional
and had been hassling him.
My uncle finally had to go to
court to prove the house was his. By
that time, the addict had nearly
destroyed the house and had
wrecked my uncle's CM Believe me,
Abby, the worst can happen. A
house and car can be repaired, but
precious children cannot. Sign me ...
CAUTIOUS IN
WASHINGTON STATE

back in a person's face if he or she
doesn't have agreement from the
receiver that the help is wanted. An
easy way to determine if it is wanted is to say something like, "I have
some feedback for you - would you
like to hear it?" If the other person
says anything other than a clear
"yes," consider it a "no" and do not
offer it.
We all learn through experience.
Some people derive more from experience in their learning process than
others. The woman in the restaurant
clearly did not want "Grandmother's"
help. Since she is good-at writing,
perhaps a better thing for her to do
next time would be to submit a letter
to the editor of her local newspaper.
"Grandmother's" insight was
helpful to me -- I learned something
I never considered before. However,
she needs to stop wasting good information on those who don't want it.
ILENE L. DILLON,L.C.S.W.,
KENTFIELD,CALIF.
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Space shuttle finally on its way
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Space shuttle Endeavour darted
toward the international space station early Thursday to deliver the
fifth crew that will call the orbiting
outpost home.
After thunderstorms and a leaky
valve delayed its flight for nearly a
week. Endeavour finally took off
Wednesday afternoon.
When told the shuttle had
launched, the three men who have
been aboard space station Alpha
since early December cheered the
good news.
"You've done a great job up
there, far exceeded what's been
done before and we're very proud of

you," Mission Control's Frank
Culbertson told the Alpha crew.
"We look forward to seeing you
soon," said Carl Walz, who has lived
aboard Alpha for more than six
months along with Daniel Bursch
and Russian commander Yuri
Onufrienko.
"It won't be long Carl. See you
all later," said Culbertson, who was
the previous space station commander.
The shuttle is set to arrive at
Alpha on Friday and return the current crew to Earth on June 17.
By the time Endeavour's 12-day
flight ends, Bursch and Walz will
have set a U.S. space endurance

record. Wednesday marked the
crew's 182nd day in orbit.
Endeavour is delivering Alpha's
newest crew: American Peggy
Whitson and Russians Valery
Korzun and Sergei Treschev. They
will spend 4 1/2 months aboard the
space station.
During the eight days that
Endeavour is docked to Alpha, the
shuttle crew will conduct three
spacewalks to replace a faulty joint
on the station's robotic arm and
install a base that will enable the
robot arm to move across the space
station.
The 58-foot arm — Canada's
main space station contribution —

needs wrist surgery after one of its
joints seized up. The arm needs to
be fixed before the start of major
construction later this year.
for
tight
was
Security
Wednesday's launch, as has been the
case with all shuttle liftoffs since the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
NASA kept the activities of
Endeavour's astronauts secret until
they arrived at the shuttle. Fighter
jets patrolled a no-fly zone around
the launch pad. A small flight school
plane that wandered in the restricted
area was ordered out.
NASA tried to launch Endeavour
last Thursday but thunderstorms
pushed the liftoff to this week.

Partial solar eclipse visible in West
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A dazzling solar
eclipse will be on display across a broad swath of
the western United States, Mexico, Canada and
Asia on Monday, with as much as 99 percent of
the sun obscured by the moon.
One of the best U.S. views will be in San
Diego where as much as three-fourths of the sun
will be hidden.
Other sections of the country will get a less
dramatic sight. In Chicago, only one-fifth of the
sun's surface will be blocked. The Eastern

AP Photo
BLAST SCENE ... An Israeli police officer is seen at the scene
where a bus was hit at the site of a deadly car bombing at
Megiddo Junction in northern Israel Wednesday. An Islamic militant ignited a massive fireball when he blew himself up in a car
packed with explosives alongside a crowded Israeli bus
Wednesday. At least 17 people were killed and more than 45
injured, police and rescue workers said in the suicide attack
marking the 35th anniversary of the 1967 Mideast war.

Israeli troops
storm Arafat HQ
RAMALLAH. West Bank 1AP)
— Israeli troops stormed Yasser
Arafat's headquarters early today.
blew up three buildings in the
sprawling compound and shelled the
Palestinian leader's living area in
response to -a Palestinian. suicide attack on an Israeli bus that killed 17
passengers.
Six hours later, the troops left the
compound and the rest of the cit of
RamaIlah.
During the military operation. a
shell or rocket hit about five feet
from Arafat's bed, punching a hole
into the wall dividing his bedroom
and an adjacent bathroom.
Pointing to his dust-covered bed.
broken bedroom mirror and shattered bathroom tiles. Arafat later
suggested Israel was trying to harm
him. "I was supposed to sleep here
had some work
last night but
downstairs." he said. "Of course
they (the Israelis) knew where I was.
Everybody knows this is my bedroom.
An Israeli army spokesman.
Capt. Jacob Dallal, said Arafat was
not the target of the operation. "If
there had been any intention of
Iharming Arafat. it would not have
been a problem." Dallal said.
The assault with bulldozers and
tanks came just a month after troops
withdrew from the compound after a
34-day siege that confined Arafat to
several rooms. Though Israel's said
then it wanted to isolate Arafat, the
house arrest gave him hero status in
the eyes of Palestinians and much of
the Arab world.
There was speculation that another major Palestinian terror attack
would prompt Israeli Prime Minister
Aridl Sharon to expel Arafat.
Sharon adviser Raanan Gissin
said, however. Arafat's ouster was
not contemplated for now. "His
expulsion would not solve the problem. The security services do not
recommend this as the most effective solution. We will operate in
accordance with ,the recommendation of the security services." he
said.
The Palestinian leader shrugged
off such a scenario Thursday."Expel
me?" he.said. "I will die here."
The Israeli daily Maariv wrote in
an editorial Thursday that "the
blood-boiling spectacle of the people who were burned to death in a
bus ... needs to bring us very close to
a decision to rid the region of
Arafat's presence."
However, other
prominent
Israelis warn that expelling Arafat
might lead to chaos. "
The attack on Arafat's compound
was in response to Wednesday's suicide bombing in which a member of
the Islamic Jihad group drove a car
packed with 42 pounds of explosives alongside a moving bus and

detonated the load, igniting a huge
fireball. Seventeen Israelis and the
assailant were killed.
Among the dead were 13 soldiers
in their late teens_ and early 20s.
"Forever 20." read the headline in
the Yediot AhronOt daily Thursday.
alongside the pictures of the victims.
Islamic Jihad members said the
bomber.
I 8-year-old
Hamza
Samudi. learned to drive just four
days before the attack, with his handlers giving him a few quick pointers on where to find the brake, the
clutch and how to shift gears. On the
day before the attack. Samudi had
taken his elderly father for a drive in
the stolen car given to him by
Islamic Jihad, neighbors said.
After the attack — the deadliest
since Israel completed its six-week
against
offensive
military
Palestinian militias last month -Sharon delayed by two days his
departure for Washington where he
is to meet with President Bush at the
White House on Monday.
A senior U.S. official said Israel
did not inform the United States
before the incursion into Rainallah,
and Washington did not give prior
approval.
Earlier this week. visiting CIA
chief George Tenet warned Arafat
that if he did not stop suicide bombings, he would stand alone against
Israeli reprisals, a suggestion that
the United States would not try to
rein in Sharon.
Arafat adviser Nabil Abu Rdeneh
accused the United States of'turning
a blind eye to what he called Israeli
aggression. "It (the United .States)
has from the start given Israel a
green light to attack our people." he
said.
Israeli tanks entered Arafat's
compound at about 2 a.m. Thursday.
The military said its forces took control of Arafat's headquarters -in the
wake of a wave of Palestinian terrorism sweeping the state of Israel."
including the attack on the bus. The
statement said the Palestinian
Authority is "directly responsible
for terrorism that originates in its
territory."
Troops blew up three buildings,
including the Palestinian intelligence headquarters.
The army said that during the
operation, Palestinian security
forces opened fire at Israeli"soldiers
who returned fire. Palestinian security officials insisted they did not
shoot at the Israelis. A Palestinian
security guard was killed.
It was not immediately clear what
caused the damage to Arafat's threestory office building.
In addition to the direct hit on
Arafat's bathroom, reporters also
saw a hole apparently made by a
tank shell in an outer wall on the
third floor.

Seaboard will miss the eclipse entirely because it
will occur after sunset there.
The early evening event is called an annular, or
ring-shaped, eclipse. Because the moon will be
farther from the Earth than during total eclipses, it
will only partially cover the distant sun. It will be
the last eclipse visible from the United States
until 2005.
In places such as the tip of Mexico's Baja
California peninsula, the moon will darken all but
only the glowing rim of the sun for about a

minute, said Fred Espenak, a National
Aeronautics and Space Administration astrophysicist and eclipse expert. The eclipse will
begin at 5:13 p.m. PDT, with best viewing time
around 6:20.
The moon's shadow will follow an 8,700-mile
path, racing eastward from Asia across the Pacific
Because it's a partial
Ocean at 1,000 mph.
eclipse, the sun's light will be only dimmed. "It's
like a light cloud passing in front of the sun," said
John Mosley, an astronomer.
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